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"Silenco IS consent," said
Samantha Chrutkin. Chaitkin Is a
sophomore at Whitney Young
High School and a post-war
activist.
She was there when students
from all ovor Chicago marched
chant1ng "No blood for oil."
She was there at the Federal
Building forming peace signs with
her fingers, and blowing kisses to
strangers during the vigils.
But many of those vo1ces that
chanted with Chaitkin's have
stopped.
"fhe fighting war IS over but the
political and economical war is
JUSt beginning," said Julie Pollack,
a Niles West lligh School senior
and Chaitkin's fellow anti war
act1v1st
"People don't realize that there
are still1ssues at hand," added
Chaitkin. Both are members of
Chicago Area lligh School
Students Aga1nst the War
(CAHSAW). The group fights
aga1nst cont1nued U S. Involve
ment 1n the Midd le East. S1nce
the U.S. issued cease fire was
called and negotiations began,
membership has gone from about
75 or 80 people to about 10.
"I think a lot of people were 1n it
{the anti war movement) 'cause
they felt guilty about what our
country was do1ng," sa1d M1ke
Lov1n, a )Un1or at Lane Technical
ll1gh School.
Whatever the reason, one thing
rema1ns clear Act1v1st part1cipa
t1on, espec1ally among teens, has
become nearly non exn;tent Not
only has l oon partiCipation 1n

AFTEH TilE WAR

Student
group
says
teens
can't ignore
leftover
problen1s
By Andren Robinson
Von Steu ben

groups such as CAHSAW
decreased, but the number of
rallies and marches, as well as
the numbers attending those
events, has fallen.
"They (the United States
government) are trying to
convince us that everything is
fine," said Daniel Weber, a junior
at Oak Park High School. "All
that's on the news is people
coming home."
The group notes that, according to media reports, the U.S.
allied bombing of Iraq has left the
Iraqis with one generator to
sanitize water. Water has been
severely rationed. Reports
continue to say that television
systems have been destroyed,
and few working phone lines
exist. The United States is Issuing
no aid to Iraq, and th e contracts
for rebuilding Kuwa1t have gone
to American companies.
Samir Odeh, executive director
of the Arab Community Center of
Ch1cago, sa1d that during the
Vietnam War the focus of the
anti-war movemant was on
losses of Amencan lives. He said
anti war activists can't forget
about Iraqi civilians' lives lost.
More than 150,000 lraq1people
have died. llundreds of thousands more have been inJured or
maimed.
"Our future IS th1s country. The
people who are in power now are
going to be out of power soon
and they're ru1nmg 1! tor us," said
Levin. "It's the point that the
youth of America has to stop
be1ng silent "
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As warm weather slowly arrives in Chicago, the eternal
question pops up-what to do during vacation? Starting
April15, the Mayor Daley's Summer Job Program is
ofiering 16,000 openings to students.
The jobs range from various types of office skills such as
receptionist and data entry operator, to aides for community and childcare. Jobs In other areas include tutor and
groundkeeper.
Applicants must be economically disavantaged Chicago
residents, who are 14 to 21 years old. Males 18 or above
have to be registered with the selective service. Docu ments of proof are needed for assessment.
If accepted, the applicants are paid $4.25 an hour, the
minimum wage, but if not, they can try two more times for
other JObs.
Since last year, the number of jobs have increased by
3,000. This year 13 neighborhood sites are involved with
the program.
For place of registration and more information about
Mayor Daley's Summer Job Program , phone 744-8787.
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Linda Harrah didn't drop out of grammar school. But the former Amundsen
High School student expresses the kind of frustration with school work many
say begins at the grammar school age.

'GRAMMAR SCHOOL
DRoPOUTS'

The
upsetting
reality
By John Evans
Lane Tech

When Rita Jordan, a 13-yearstudent of Jacob A Riis Elemenold ex-member of the West side's tary School, said pregnancy and
Black Gangster's (BG) gang
developing male-female relatronenters a classroom, she doesn't
ships often combtne as the first
see math problems and homestep to dropping out.
work on the blackboard. She
"They're thinking about their
sees graffiti and gang srgns.
boyfnends. Many of them want
"I see gang srgns everywhere
to get pregnant and stay out late,"
in school like on desks, on
she explained.
blackboards, and (washroom)
Jordan's youngest dropout
walls. I know four grammar
friend, Bridget, is 12 and has an
8-month-old baby. "She dropped
school dropouts. Two are girls
out rn the sixth grade,· Jordan
and two are guys," sard Jordan.
satd.
Jordan's four friends form a
Gangs and motherhood, Black
small percent of Chicago's
said, are only two of several
"unverified dropouts," those
common reasons young students
students under age 16 who
drop out. Kids fight every day
unofficially dtsappear from
Chicago public school campuses over stupid things. I thought
about dropping out before
every year.
Whether they have moved or
because the work was too hard
no longer attend any school is
and we were grven too much.
unknown, but an unidentified source at the
Board of Education
reported about 2,000
such disappearances
"I didn 't realize how
in recent years .
When the board reports
important education was
that. of the 1984
until I was 8 months
freshman class, 41
percent dropped out
pregnant."
before graduation,
-Dale Ward
the unverifiP.d dropout
numbers sound small.

parent shouldn"t be aware of a
child's absence from school.
Many parents don't try to control
therr child(ren) They sometrmes
display a 'fear' of the chtld,"
Murray said.
"Both parent and chtld could be
the reason for this desire (to drop
out). The child may be lowmotivated. If they feel they don't
need educatron, they won't go.
The reason they may go rs
because they feel they have to:
but as soon as they can, they will
leave. They don't listen to
advice," sard Charles Jans, a
dropout preventron counselor at
Tilden High School.
"One reason for the hrgh
dropout rate may be because of
thetr home life being rn turmoil.
Chtldren, in the elementary
schools, often 'bellyache' about school.
Many stop going
because his or her
friends stop," said Peter
Kempfer, a counselor at
Von Steuben High
School.
"Chtldren may go
through frustration
cycles and say:
ENOUGH! They
perceive education as
Dropouts like former
unimportant and feel
Amundsen High
that there's something
School student Benny
better 'out there'," said
Harrah, 15, however, said he saw
School is important. If you drop
Dr. Constantine Kiamos, principal
out now, you will either have a
the groundwork for dropouts
of Steinmetz.
When Linda Harrah, a 17-yearbaby, do drugs, or end up dead.
forming in grammar school.
"Now that drugs are everyold dropout of Amundsen High
"In grammar school I di1n't
School, went to school, she saw
where, many kids want to leave
notice that the kids dropped out.
gangs and fights daily. She
school for the 'easy money',"
I did see them skip school often,
worked at 'Butera's' part-time,
Black continued.
which was probably a start for
after school, to 10:30 in the
"When you have drugs in the
them," he said.
evening. $4.50 an hour was her
culture, it distorts the moral fiber
Harrah said those class cutters
of the society," added Juvenile
income. Now that she has
were often in gangs. Gang
Officer Richard Holm an of the
dropped out, public aid is
involvement is one reason cited
supporting her and her baby boy.
Area Fou r police department. "If
for young student dropouts.
the person is 18 or 19, he has a
"I blame the administration,
"Children with good, or normal,
personality to fall back on,
even though they didn't want me
home living conditions could lose
an interest in school because
whereas 7- to 8-year-olds don't."
to leave. After being put back
Jordan's dropout friend, Kevin,
three times, I didn't see a need to
their friends aren't going," Eddie
Walker, a dropout
stay. I didn't t alk to
prevention counselor
the guidance
at Tilden High
counselors," Harrah
School, said. "They
said.
want to be accepted
"Early childhood
education should be
by their friends more
" ...Tolano is 15 years old
increased and
than family."
and dropped out in the eighth
Jordan, who is
improved, so that the
trying to piece her life
children would have
grade ... He robs people
a love for learning.
back together, said,
regularly... "
"I was in the gang
Family counseling is
an alternative. Many
because it seemed
times parents need
fun, especially
help to raise the child
having a group with
me all of the time."
better," said Walker.
"I ciidn't realize how important
At least two of Jordan's dropout was one such child. "Kevin is 16
education was until I was eight
now, but left grammar school to
friends are heavily involved in
months pregnant," said Ward. "I
look-out and sell drugs for the
gangs. "Tolano is 15 years old
came to realize that I should go
older drug-dealers.
and dropped out of the eighth
"One Thanksgiving, my family
back and take school seriously,
grade. He is a member of the BG
watched him stand on a corner all so I could support my baby.
gang and robs people regularly.
day, alone, selling drugs."
"Next year, I'll be graduating
"Chimeka is 13 years old and
"Many of the young dropouts
from Malcom X with my first
dropped out of the seventh
don't know the importance of
degree and this is just the
grade. She's in the BG gang and
education and I 'blame' the
beginning for me and my three
takes part in jumping kids for no
parents because somewhere
sons. My message to the world
reason."
down the line they became less
Dale Ward, a South side
is: Mothers get on your child(ren)
about the importance of schoolresident and student at Malcom X demandrng and more lenient,"
Ward said.
College, started losing interest in
ing. If this rs done, I'm sure the
"Young dropouts have been a
hrgh rate of young drop-outs
school at Medill Elementary,
problem for years," satd Dr.
where she said she was a
would decrease," Ward said.
Thomas Murray, local school
" Kids dropping out of the
popular gang member. She went
grammar school is definitely a
on to Crane High School because council prestdent and advocate
for 16 students in Steinmetz High
major problem today," said
her mother forced her to.
School's student advocacy
Being in high school didn't stop
Holman. "Each day the reality is
becoming more vtvtd," Holman
program.
her from dealing in gang actrvity,
sard, ".. that many children aren't
Steinmetz' program allows
and in her senior year she got
volunteers to 'stand-in' for
pregnant. Feeling "lost and in
warting unttl htgh school !o drop
parents who can't attend parenV
love," she dropped out of school
out, but the choice is made
student/teacher conferences.
sooner, in the grammar schools."
at 18.
"There's no excuse why a
Ebony Black, an 11-year-old
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There s war 1n the c1t1es, and
•rs m the suburbs as well.
Conflicts are constant w.:hm the
teen community, and the havoc
wrought by battles always seems
to leave the same amount of
wreckage.
The war is peer pressure.
Though the battle s1tes may be
different and the troops on the
battlegrounds may encounter a
different class of enemy, what
they f1ght against isn't really that
different.
City teens like Junior Vic Ahuja
of Gordon Tech High School and
Shannon Fox of Lane Tech say
the most serious forms of peer
pressure at the1r schools are
consum1ng alcohol and smokmg
cigarettes. Gil Villacarlos of
Loyola Academy sa1d smoking,
abusing drugs, ditching
class, and stealing were
the most serious forms at
his school. Damon Smith
of De La Salle cited drugs
and "Gang-banging"
(hanging out with a gang
and participating in
generally illegal activities)
as the most serious types
there, but, said th at doesn't
mean it's impossible to
overcome. Smith said, "If
you know your own values,
then you won 't give into the
negative peer pressures."
Suburban teens, like Sonia Lal
of Glendale Heights, noticed peer
pressure to take drugs and heavy
peer pressure to date as two of
the worst types in her neighborhood.
Cyrus Khazai of Elgin High
found the hype and pressure to
participate in ~eneral drug use to
be one of the worst types of peer
pressure at his school. Queen of
Peace High School student Laura
Sanchez said that drinking and
smoking are the worst forms at
Queen of Peace in Burbank. "If
you don't know who you are it's
going to very easy for oth ers to
mold you to what they want you
to be," she said.
But hearing the stories of peer
pressure aren't the same as
seeing them for yourself. As an
urban city teen who goes to a
private high school, Mt. Carmel,
and one who used to go to public
school, I know what happens
between both groups of Chicago
teens. I decided to spend a day
at the North suburban Deerfield
High School, to see what the
suburbs are really like.

CITY TEEN, SUBURBAN TEEN

Different home
bases don't
lessen pressure
of peers ... or do
they?
By Jean-Edouard Armand
MI. Carmel

Jcan-EdouarcLArmancl
has grown up in the
city. I Ie knows,
by heart, the stories
of the
white-picket fenced -in
lives of his suburban
counterparts, that the
peer pressure city teens
face just doesn't ex ist
"out there."
I Ic took a clay
to try to find out if the
stories arc fiction or
fact...
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reading; others appeared to be
daydreaming, and some slept.
On the way to my school, I ride
by a lot of towering housing
projects, and a lot of the stores
are closed down. The backs of
small houses dot the route to
Deerfield.
When I got off the train, I saw
my first station house. The small
square building just didn't look
urban. I was welcomed at the
station by senior Ginger
Goldman, my guide for the day.
Our first class was Spanish,
where I was warmly greeted by
the instructor and the students.
All of the students were very
friendly. It might have been
because I was a guest, but I think
they seemed sincere.
I quickly realized that it was a
jock school; sports are a big
subject of interest, as they are at
my school.
The classes seem to be much
more interactive. Everyone has a
chance to express their views.
"Everyone is pretty much
involved," said Goldman.
A really big difference I noticed
was that students did not
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You always hear
in the suburbs that there
aren't as many problems
as there are in the city...
maybe that was why I saw
what I saw.

pressure others for the way they
dressed and there were no
worfles of ever bomg teased.
One sentor wuh a Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtle lunchbox was
weanng a cap with M1ckey Mouse
on 11. At my school, you would
never- and I mean. never- be
able to live that down.
Another student had neon
green hair. She was the only one
in the whole school whose half
was like that, and she was never
pushed around or looked at the
wrong way. People are versatile.
and the Deerfield students seem
to accept that
The students I met have a
great deal of discipline and
independence. I believe people
like literature teacher Don
Hollenbeck make this happen.
Hollenbeck is respectful
toward his pupils. The
students acknowledge this,
and have a lot of respect
for him as well.
Hollenbeck is much like
a submarine; he dives and
he brings the students
deep down with him into
the abyss of learn1ng. It's
really fun and exciting for
he goes to the very bottom,
or as near to it as possible
and works his way up.
Even if the students get
lost they look to themselves as
well as teachers for the answers
to their problems.
The academic pressure is
supposed to be very high.
Everyone I spoke to said that the
only real type of peer pressure
they see is competition. I didn't
see any proof of that. Most of the
students are happy-go-lucky.
They seem serious about
education but not intensely
submersed within their studies.
They told me there is alcohol at
parties, but nobody said there
was pressure to drink. The issue
of drugs was passed over. I'm
not sure why.
You always hear in the suburbs
that there aren't as many
problems as there are in the city,
so I just expected it to be calmer.
Maybe that was why I saw what I
saw.
But I've heard of teen suicides
in the suburbs. And even the
warm, peaceful Deerfield H1gh
has a program where students
work with troubled peers to get
them counseling. I guess you
have to live in Deerfield to really
know what it's like.

~
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As I rode the Metra tram to
Deerf eld H1gh, I put on my
headphones and k1cked back It
was easy to relax for there
weren't the bumps and JOlts I
regularly expenence on my CTA
bus nde to school.
There's also the difference m
scenery, both Inside and outside.
On the bus, I see a lot of
people that I know, from the look
in their eyes, are gang-bangers.
It's really OK once you get used
to it, but the route is dangerous.
Gold chains are snatched from
necks. People on the back of the
bus can sometimes be seen
do1ng drugs, and drunks also
ride.
The Metra passengers were
businessmen and women with
shopping bags. Some were
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Her red T-shirt matches perfectly
with her red socks and red ponytail
holder. She rocks back and forth
softly singing "Come Back to Me"
by Janet Jackson. A girl wearing a
bright yellow sweat suit turns to the
girl in red, smiles and says, "He's a
good baby."
"Thanks," answers the young
teen-ager as she cradles her 6week-old baby close to her.
In 1988, 10,660 Chicago babies
were born to teenage mothers,
but unfortunately, not all of them
were healthy and strong.
Two-hundred and two of these
babies died before reaching 1
year of age. One hundred and
eleven of them died before they
were 28 days old, and 91 died
when they were between 28
days and 1 year.
Babies born to teens are more
likely to die in the first year of life
than those born to women over 20.
The causes of infant mortality
among babies born to teens are
By Elisabeth Heard
numerous. "We once had a pregSt. Ignatius
nant girl come in who was doing
two to three grams of cocaine a
day," says Heidi Grumbling, a certified nurse midwife at the Erie Teen
Health Clinic. "The risk of having a
difficult pregnancy and delivery was
too high. We had to refer them to
another hospital."
Drugs are a problem, especially
among teen mothers, who can pass
on their addictive cravings to their
children. Babies' livesare unbearable as they shake and cry, and
many times die for want of a dangerous drug they depend on to live.
Cocaine babies are only a few of
those who die every year. Many
teen mothers are heavy marijuana
smokers during their pregnancy.
We've all heard that marijuana does
no damage to the body, but this is
not true. Marijuana smoked during
pregnancy can cause a baby to be
born with damaged lung and bronchial tissue, a reduced immune
capacity to various infections and
Illustration by Anne Kessler, Lane Tech
diseases, and death.
Smoking cigarettes can alsohave
serious effects on an unborn baby.
Mothers who smoked during their
pregnancy gave birth to twice as
many stillbirths and low birth weight
babies as mothers who didn 't
smoke. Excessive alcohol consumption can also lead to infants
born with severe growth problems,
_ _ _ _ low birth weight and death.

"She was late on her prenatal care,
and didn't take care of herself
properly. She ended up giving birth
at 7 months to a baby who was just
5.5 pounds."
In society, there is pressure to be
thin, causing many teens to go on
diets and starve themselves. When
pregnant, however, it is normal,
and essential to gain weight. Dieting during pregnancy only robs the
baby of the essential nutrients it
needs to live. "We get a lot of teens
who don't eat well durning their
pregnancy," says Ms. Grumbling.
"They don't like the idea of getting
fat, but it just causes them to give
birth to premature low birth weight
babies, increasing the chance of
infant mortality."
Several sexually transmitted
disease can also cause serious
problems to an unborn child. "We
get a lot of pregnant teens with an
STD. and they don't even know it,"
says Ms. Grumbling. "We have to
treat them first before continuing
with the prenatal care."
Diseases like chlamydia and
gonorrhea can cause premature
labor and stillbirth. Herpes can
also cause miscarriage and death,
and if a child is born while the
mother is suffering from active lesions, the child can develop serious
health damage and development
disabilities.
A mother who is infected with the
HIV virus (AIDS) can also pass the
disease onto her child. If the child
contracts the disease there is no

As summer draws near, high
school seniors are preparing for
their college experience. Most have
found fin anc ial aid and other
sources of income. But for those
students who plan on going away
to college, applying for a major
credit card may be a smart decision. That is, if students learn and
pay attention to all they need to
know.
This is usually th e first time that a
student is out on his/her own. Although costs such as room and
board are usually calculated ahead
of time, other costs can accumu late. Instead of calling home for
emergency cash, students can have
easy access to money.
Janine Winski, who has worked as
a credit consultant for banks, said
that having a cred it card will not
only save students from financial

emergencies, but will also enable
students to build a credit rating.
Although most students will be
unable to apply for the credit card
on th ei r own because of no credit
rating, most banks allow the parent
to co-sign. "Changing Times"
magazine found that having a parent co-sign will keep the student
from over-charging and will help
the student to maintain a reasonable balance.
A credit card is not all luxury. A
representative from First National
Bank said th at if a student doesn't
have the money, then heor shecan
run up credit from the very beginning. For instance, many students
do not consider that credit cards
have an interest rate of 19.8 percent,
which means that each purchase
ends up being more th an the
original price.lf they pay only the
minimum due each month, they will
be in debt for a long time.
Every month, statements can be
paid in full to avoid finance charges,
or the minimum finance charge can
be paid in increments of 2.5 percent of the bill over a period of 25
days, or into the next month.
If for some reason the bill cannot
be paid, the students must go to the
collection department and try to
make arrangements for payment.
There is no charge to have a card,
and student cards have a $800

A real danger for teen
mothers' babies

Funding fof'(his cctvfnn
provided by
the Money Management
Institute of Household
International

STUDENT CREDIT CARDS:

The perils of the plastic
By Anna Mikos
Queen of Peace

Substance abuse is not the only
reason some babies born to teenage mothers d1e. Some of the major
problems during pregnancy can be
eas1ly avoided by proper care and
medical attention. In 1988, 1,266
teens received too late (third tnmester) or no prenatal care at all.
"We had one g~rl who came in when
she was 16 and pregnant with her
first baby," says Ms. Grumbling.

cure, and it is fatal. One of the most
harmful diseases IS syphilis, since
it usually has no symptoms, can be
passed by kissing as well as sexual
contact, and if untreated, has a
high probability of causing birth
defects as well as stillbirth.
Infant mortality 1s a problem
among teens, but it 1s very easy to
prevent. A pregnant teen needs to
eat healthy. A weight gain of 25
pounds, 30 pounds, and even
more is perfectly normal.
Drug and alcohol use during
pregnancy must be stopped to
ensure development of a healthy
baby. "As soon as a girl thinks
she is pregnant, she needs to
come in and have a pregnancy
te st," says Geneva Hayden,
community educator and counselor at Planned Parenthood in
the Roseland community on the
south side of Chicago. "Then
we can refer her to a clinic where
she can get proper prenatal care."
The "Beautiful Babies" program,
which is available to pregnant
women of all races, rich or poor,
allows them to get coupons for various baby products. "The Beautiful
Babies program informs the public
about infant mortality," says Rebecca Holbrook, operations
manager for "Beautiful Babies."
Beautiful Babies'coupon book
has coupons for baby products,
shoes, diapers, food, as well as
things for the mother, such as
materity dresses, and manicures.
To get the "Beautiful Babies"
coupon book, call1-800-545-2200.
The book is for pregnant women,
and mothers with babies younger
than 1 year old. The coupons are
good for two years.
Early prenatal care, the discontinued use of alcohol and drugs,
and the immediate checking of any
signs of sexually transmitted diseases can all help to prevent
newborn death and assure the
health of the baby.

" ...Infant mortality is a
problem among teens,
but it is very easy to
prevent... "

spending limit.
For those students who have a
difficult time managing a credit card,
Winski suggests the secured cred it
card. The secured credit card, usually given to people who are bad
fin ancial risks, requires a "frozen"
deposit for any charges made on
the card.
"It's so easy to charge something
that you don't rea lize how fast the
money adds up," Winski explained,
"it's easy to lose track of plastic."
For a list of banks that offer secured credit cards, stud ents may
write to BankCard Hold Prs of
America. For a copy of the list,
send $ 3 to BankCard Holders of
America, 560 Herndon Parkway,
Suite 120, Herndon, Va. ,22070.
"Changing Times" magazi ne
forecasts college campuses moving toward a cashless society,
where bank cards will buy meals,
books, and even laundry.
Companies such as CitiBank are
recognizing the growing demand
for credit cards on college campuses. During 1989, in over 1,000
campuses, CitiBank used directmail solicitation and on-campus
sign-ups to attract student account s. A spokespe rson for
CitiBank stated that the 1.4 million
college students who carry CitiBank
credit cards usually have good
credit ratings .
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READERS RESPOND
TO NEW sr~oRTS PAGE
Try again, NE
1 was very displeased at your

Brown article on the ball;
ex pand on coverage

feeble attempt at a sports page.
1 was really Impressed with this
When I saw, on the cover that you 1 month's sports sect1on (March)
were going to have a sports page I The story on Kina Brown was exwas delighted, that was until I saw cellent, you got a lot of information
what it looked like. You can do on her. 1mean her grades, hobbies
better than th1s
and future plans. The only com1 was particularly upset at the plaint 1 have about th1s month's
art1cle from Washington H1gh sports sect1on 1s you don't have
School. F1rst of all, it was written by any information onanyothersports.
the editor m-ch1ef of The Patriot
and not a sports wnter which I feel
Yours truly,
detracted from its significance. You
John M. Tsiaousis
don't read M1ke Royko to lind out
what the Cubs are do1ng, and Ms.
Aguilar 1s by no means a Mike Sports section welcome
Royko. On top of all this, 11 was the
addition, needs more pages
th1rd time I read about the same
damn thing. Finally, do you honIt is a miracle that you got a
estly feel that two articles constitute sports section. But you should
a sports page? Give me a break.
have more pages than two pages
I sincerely hope that in the future of sports. Talk about all the high
1f you want to make an attempt at school sports teams in Chicago.
someth1ng, you'll do a better JOb of You should give what place they're
II.
1n, divis1on (example, Red North,
Sincerely,
Blue North, etc.) when they play,
Robert Sargis
etc. I play baseball for Von Steuben
Panthers, and I hope you write
about us.

Sexi m editorial applauded and questioned

YNS Racism article
appreciated

Censorship shouldn't
exist

The article "Sexism:Have Women
Truly Been Liberated?" by Milda
Saunderswasverygood. She made
many very good pomts, however,
there were some that she missed
First, she mentioned how men are
tough and make money while
women are 1n beauty pageants and
magazines. There are male beauty
pageants. There are magaz1nes
that "objectify" men. Second, there
are millionsofwomenwhocomplam
about sexism and cla1m they want
to be perfectly equal With men, yet
they laugh at the possibility of a
female draft in. the case of war.
Many of these women would also
never give up the ruffles, ribbons,
and bows they wore as children or
their lady-like upbringing. I am female, very much so, at that. And, of
course, I don't like sexism, but I
think some women take it a little too
far . If we were all treated and
dressed the same since birth,
wouldn't life be a little confusing?

On your art1cle "Hate Crime On
R1se Among Teens." I agree with
Jefferson that Wimberly and his
friends should get what they deserve. That brutal, possibly racially
motivated attack was mentally
damaging and traumatic; it was
cruel and inhumane. Wimberly and
his friends should realize that they're
ruining another human being's m1nd
and health for life, maybe. How
would they like to be put 1n the
same Situation? Life for rn1nonties
is hard enough; they pract1cally
have to work and struggle twice as
hard to
succeed and encounter
more challenging hardships. Besides, I don't think people should
try to destroy other people's lives
and ignore their certain inalienable
rights just because others look and
think differently. Who are we to
decide who lives or dies when it
comes to pointless racial issues,
which don't even make sense. As
Beethoven said, "No man has the
right to trample over the rights of
others."
Well, keep up the good work.

The art1cle 1n the March 1991
ed11ion of New Expression about
censorsh1p 1n mus1c got me really
upset. We're supposed to live 1n a
"free" country yet people are not
allowed to express themselves. The
first amendment says that all people
have freedom of speech. 11 doesn't
say, "You have freedom of speech
unless we don't like what you say."
Ms. Brooks says that the wh1te
population has respect for the black
population. In many cases that just
isn't true. Blar:k people have a nght
to be angry at white people for wha
twas done to them in the past and
even now. There should be no
censorship in music. If the music IS
really that bad, then people won't
buy it. It's that simple. Some people
are just afraid of anything they don't
agree with. This makes no sense,
unless deep down you feel the
person is right. If musicians don't
go along with the mainstream they
are usually branded as racist or a
bad influence. This is really a tragedy because maybe one of these
people could have made a real
difference in ending racism, which
is one of the main reasons that
some musicians are censored.

Sincerely,
Rachel Levin

Sincerely,
Hannah Fernandez

Anton Zaleski
Thank you,
Jigar Desai

Computer column good
feature
.....

"Teen's turmoil over war" understood
In th e March issue of New Expression, the article that interested me most was the front page story. The article was well
written and it expressed th e feeling a Moslem person had toward
th e war. lt described the different feelings that Moslem people had
toward to face. After the war ended, I realiz ed that the Americans
were not the only people who suffered. The Moslems suff ered
quite a bit because they were trapped between what the allied
forces though was right, and what their faith taught them . In the
future, I th ink it would be interesting if you had more articles on
what students think about certain issues that are happening in our
world .

I really thi nk that Mike Tamez
did an excellent job of reviewing
the video game, LHX Chopper. He
didn 't miss a detail about the game !
But I happened to notice something , what's the price of the game?
I think printing the priceof thegame
being reviewed would greatly help
in deciding if I should buy th e game
or not. Keep up the good work!
Cordially yours,
Michael Jensen

Respectfully yours,
Consuela Deznan

Write to us!
We invite the readers to share their ideas with
other teens in the city. But we reserve the right to
edit letters; the more concise the letter, the less we
will have to edit from it to fit our space.
Send your le tters to:

New Expression
207 S. Wabash Ave.
Ch icago, IL 60604
' ' Please include your school name and telephone number''

....,.

We finished our
reader survey...
Now what?

The January issue of New
Expression featured a readership survey questionnaire which
probed the lives of the teens who
read our paper.
About 1,800 readers responded and 792 surveys were
randomly selected for analysis.
The survey is in.
• Readers spend an average of
$99 on athletic shoes. This amount
is more than teens spend on clothing, dress shoes, or video games.
• Our teen readers spend $28
on snack food. They spend $47
onv~eogamesand$33on

By Sarah Karp
Manag1ng Ed1tor
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tapes and CO's.
·The black teens who read our
paper drink more Sprite and 7-Up
than any other soft drink. But all
other teens drink Pepsi more
than any other soft drink. Fiftyone percent of black teens drink
Sprite and 50 percent of other
teens drink Pepsi.
• Fifty percent of all teens get
their money from allowance and
26 percent get their money from a
part-t1me job.
• Sixty-five percent of surveyed

teens plan to continue their
education after high school.
• Eighty percent of the black
teens who read New Expression
also read the Sun-Times.
However, Asians read the SunTimes and the Tribune in equal
amounts.
• The survey alerted the editors
of New Expression that most of
our readers -62 percent-are
female while 38 percent are
male.
·The survey also reported that
the majority of our readers - 61
percent - are black. Twenty-two
percent are Hispanic, and two
percent are Asian.
• The number of Hispanics
reading New Expression
increased 91 percent and the
number of Asians has increased
233 percent.
• When teens scan the paper,
46 percent enJOY reading articles
about parent-teen relationships.
Now what?
Now 1s the time for us at New
Expression to take this information to heart.

We will try to find out what guys
are interested in. Then we will try
to appeal to those interests. We
will also try to increase our
readership in various communities.
We have started running sports
as a regu lar feature and we are
trying to think of new ways to have
continual columns or articles on
parent-teen relationships.
However, you must remember
that New Expression is not only
for you ; it needs you.
You have the inside track on
stories in your schools and 1n
your neighborhoods. Our lines
are open 9 a.m.-6:30p.m.
Mondays through Fridays. Our
telephone number is 6630543 ... ask to speak to Sarah
Karp or Liz Kaufman.
You also possess the skills that
we need. There is no such thing
as too many writers, photographers or artists. We are at 207 S.
Wabash, on the e1ghth floor
every week day, so feel free to
come in and be a part of the
voice of young Chicago.
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AN ASSAULT ON U.S. PUBLIC
The war is over and the
dust is sellling. Now that much
of the action and emotion has
subsided, people can look
objectively at the events of the
past six weeks.
The media have been the
"eyes and ears of the people"
during the war. They have
examined military maneuvers,
political strategies and social
ramifications. But who has
examined the media?
If they are our eyes and
ears, it is important that they
see and hear clearly. It is
important that they report
accurately. Who belter to
judge them than those that they
profess to serve?
We at New Expression
felt especially qualified to rate
media coverage. We are
professional enough to know
good journalism based on
objective standards. Yet we
are ordinary enough to know
good journalism based on our
gut reaction. We also have a
special perspective. We see
the war through the eyes of
teens, the future newsmakers
and news viewers.

There are a lot of teens who can dence over factual reporting and
offer no opinion of war coverage analysis.
More people were discussing
because they "turned off" the war.
Cable and videocassettes became women in combat than were disincreasingly popular. Granted, in cussing the validity of our presence
some cases that trend can be at- there. Every citizen knew the
tributed to teen apathy. Teens didn't weather in the Middle East while
see how it affew people
fected their
knew that
lives directly.
region's
Or perhaps
countries
" ...There was
it was so close
and their
to home, with
political hisspeculation and
a friend or
tories.
recapping just to fill
relative over
This war
there, that it
was style
airtime ... "
was too painover subful to watch.
stance, frills
But in most
over facts.
cases it was due to teens being put It was based on the maxim: He who
put on the best show, drew the
off by the coverage of the war.
The most common complaint was most viewers, got the highest ratoverexposure. Given the gravity of ings and made the most money.
the situation , it cannot be called,
As one teen noticed, "It was so
"much ado about nothing." Per- commercial. They had a logo and
haps we can more accurately say theme music. It was more like a TV
that it was "too much ado about show than real life."
Also adding to the TV show efsomething".
During the first days and weeks fect was the melodramatic,
of the war, it was on most stations emotionalized stories. They got
constantly. That would not have our sympathies and our atbeen a problem if they had had tention with the crying mothers
anything to say. Preparation and and wives. We cooed and
mobilization for war is a tedious smiled when we saw toddlers
process. In all of the confusion talking to their daddtes via
there was very little verifiable infor- satellite on a morning talk
show. We watched in horror
mation.
It was unnecessary to subject as reporters stood in a dark
viewers to up-to-the-minute report- background with the lights
ing when there was often no news flashing overhead to tell us
for hours on end. As a result there that there was "some bombwas a lot of speculation and recap- ing gotng on."
The shallowness of the TV news
ping just to fill air time. An hour
once a day of pertinent information coverage is not totally the fault of
is better than being on the air all the media, nor was it true in all
day with nothing to say, just to cases. By its very nature, TV has to
be more surface-oriented and easclatm 24-hour coverage.
Another complaint was the lack ily digestible. We are the "People"/
of depth or focus. When faced with " Current Affair" generation. We
filling large slots of ttme with little or often just want to be entertained,
no news, the media were forced to not informed. It 1s simply a matter
improvtse. Every possible topic of supply and demand.
There was also difficulty in relayeven remotely related to the Middle
East was explored. Social issues ing information because of the
and military strategy took prece- difficulty print and electronic media

I
I

had obtaining it. Politicians often
answered quest ions with grand
generalities. There was also the
problem of censorship.
All of the news stories from the
substantial to the trivial had to be
cleared by U.S. censors. The public still doesn't know the full extent
of that censorship. Did they just
edit out military secrets or everything that didn't portray the United
States in a favorable light?
The shallowness of the news
coverage can be excused when it
was due to governmental censorship. Yet some actions of the U.S.
news
media
are
inexcusable ... internal censorship,
biased journalism and outright misinterpretation of the truth.
From the beginning of war, much
of the media seemed to support
Bush and his decision to go to war.
They didn't just echo and relay the
American people's sentiments; they
announced their own opinion. We
realize that as citizens media members have their own opinions, but
as journalists, they have no need to
report them.

caused by misplaced patriotism. In
the midst of a war, they thought it
best to present a unified front. As a
result only those that supported the
war were given substantial air time
or page space.
Those people who had any hesitation about our participation in the
war were viewed either in an unfavorable light or not at all.
In the beginning of the war, Chicago teen protesters were not
interviewed. They were shown on
the news running into the street
disrupting traffic.
Minority, religious and political
leaders who objected to aspects of
the war were interviewed by "alternative" newspapers. Why is it
unpatriotic to question whether a
war is what's best for our country?
Why IS it unpatriotic to say we should
concentrate money and energy on
"taking care of business at home"?
Why is it unpatriotic to realize that
although "might makes right," it
doesn't necessarily make it moral?
The dissenters are also patriots
because they took a stand against
popular opinion to discover what's
really best for the United
States.
Of course, to most Ameri" ...More people
cans, fair war reporting is a
were discussing women in
moot issue. We have overwhelmingly won the war and
combat than were
all is well. But what if things
discussing the validity of
had not turned out that way?
What if we had been led down
our presence there ... "
the primrose path to war and
had been pricked by the
thorns? What if the press'
Let's leave the editonaliztng to propaganda had worked so well
the edttonal wnters . If thts was, that we were blinded to our oncomindeed, a valid war. If Bush was ing disaster?
These thtngs did not happen, so
acttng in the best interests of our
country. If Hussein was such a it is not a problem.
villain. Then the facts should speak
What is a problem is that the
clearly enough for themselves.
press was so busy trytng to conThe media should only present vince us to back the government 1n
us with the data needed for us to the struggle for Kuwaitis' nghts that
come to a logtcal concluston, they they neglected the Americans" 'nght
should not parade thetr own con- to know."
- By Milda Saunders
elusions around calling them facts.
St. Ignatius
Perhaps their biased slant was

I
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LAKEVIEW HIGH SCHOOL's

KELLY HIGH SCHOOL

four-year program of studio drawing, painting, sculpture and social studies art
history, has helped result in two national awards in the Scholastic Art Awards
Exhibit and first place for three years in the Lake View/Ravenswood Historical
Association Art contest. The program has been selected for college credit
classes at the Art Institute.

has a new principal, Dr. John Gelsomino. In six months, the number of student
clubs has grown from 12 to 51 and the athletic program has grown from stx
Interscholastic teams to 22. The attendance rate has risen by five percent over
last school year's.

VON STEUBEN METROPOITAN SCIENCE
CENTER's
academic decathlon team placed third in state, winning over 80 individual
medals in district, city, and state competition. The freshman-sophomore girls'
volleyball and swim teams placed second in the city, and two members of the
girls' tennis team went to state.Several members of the 1991 class scored 30 or
above on the ACT test.

ST. PATRICK HIGH SCHOOL's
senior Chris Kamys was the first St. Pat's student to be named the All-Sectional
Soccer Team. Senior Brian Kopf was named to the AII-ESCC Teams in football
and basketball, and to the Chicago Tribune's all-area basketball team. Tom
Warta placed sixth in the state finals of the 100-yard backstroke. Twenty class of
1991 members were named Illinois State Scholars.

JOSEPHINUM I IIGH SCHOOL

CHICAGO VOCATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL's

ts flying into the future with a video yearbook. That look ahead includes a yearlong course next fall in minonty literature, and an expanded business program.
The basketball team won Chtcagoland's Prep championship, with 12 wins and no
losses. Sophomore LaShann Roberts made all-conference basketball, and
sophomore Stephante McKennie made the same for volleyball.

junior aviation class is rebuilding a helicopter. The first vocational school in the
city is the only school in the state offering both air frame and power plant
courses, and is one of 12 state schools FAA approved. Eighty percent of the
students find work in the field.

NOTRE DAME SCHOOL FOR GIRLS'

CURIE METROPOLITAN HIGH SCHOOL

class of 1991 passed 99.4 percent of thetr fall 1990 courses. Students Haleemeh
Mohammed and Michelle Kozak were named as Golden Apple Foundation
Academy of Educators winners, and the school held an international festival in
February attended by more than 1000 people.

has set up a college career center to answer indivtdual questions about college.
With a pledge from the administration of $10,000, the center has computers,
programs, audio-visual aids. Computers provide scholarship information and
write letters for the students to their prospective colleges.

STEINMETZ ACADEMIC CENTRE

MARIA HIGH SCHOOL

offers a unique college preparatory and fitness program, including summer
college internships for junior and seniors, and the centre for wellness and sports
science. Senior Mary Beth Small was named Outstanding Young Scienttst by the
Museum of Science and Industry.

students Rocia Lopez, Amy Lovell, Patricia Rosales, Edna Vacchiano and
Denise Nolan started a recycling program with the help of physics teacher Sister
Margaret Zalot and Waste Management of America, Inc. Beyond collecting
plastics each morning, the girls made an informational video.

MORGAN PARK ACADEMY's

PROVIDENCE- ST. MEL 's

boys basketball team were the Independent League Champions for the 1990-91
school year. Seventy percent of its freshmen ranked among the top 25 percent
nattonwide in the National Educational Development Test. Seniors exceeded
national averages of both publtc and private schools on SAT scores.

1991 boys' track team placed first in the Illinois State Invitational. Basketball
players Tim Ervin, Don Patton, and Arthur Browder were all-conference, and the
boys' and girls' cross country teams won the Chicago Prep Conference. The
1991 class is the largest class since the school became independent in 1978.

GORDON TECI INICAL HIGI I SCI IOOL

FOREMAN HIGH SCHOOL

has tts own in-house TV studto. Techntcal shop classes are offered, as is a new
health and fitness lab. The AII-Amencan State Bank on Kedzte recently showcased Gordon Tech students' artwork. A basketball player was recently the
subject of a Chtcago Magaztne photo illustralton.

has a peer helper program for future high school students in cooperation wtth
Northwest Youth Outreach. Peer helpers interact with students at their former
elementary schools to prevent the anxtety associated with starting htgh school.

"Best of Chicago Schools"

II

js funded by Amoco Corp.

Look for more schools in the May and June issues of NE!
New Expression APRIL 1991
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KRAFT GENERAL FOODS
10

Celebrating New Expressions
0

cooperat1on with the Department of Cultural Affa1rs

present the first annual

th.JsmotcaL

DRAWlr>G

PAINTING

ink, pencil (colored or graphite), pastel (chalk or oil), crayon, ar.rylic, oil or watercolor

8" x 10" minunum 24" x 30"17"UUimum
(Mt111 Mtasurtlftn\11 do 1t0l IJtCiwd.t mat}

J. Length or width of artwork cannot be less than 8"
or e:~~:eeed 30".

2.AilentnaMUSTbematted tn black (M1t should be
at least r .... tde, 4• at most)

3.Allcntric:smwtbeboclr.<d.
flush with ma•

4. Enuy forms mwt be St•
cur~ly attached on the bao!k
of each Gltry, ctntned.

I'HOTOGRAl'RY
black and white or color

8"xl0" or 1 I "x17"
(NO'TS M6CJHVU!t«tllldo '''"IIICI~ mal)

I.AilentncsMUSTbemat-

2. All entncs MUST be
blcked, flush Wlth mat.

ted in white. (Mat should be
at least 2" wide, 4" at most)

3. Entry fonnt murt be n·
cunlyauachcd on Lhe back
of each entry, unltrtd.

F1C'I'l()N
2,000-word maximum
I. MUST be typtd, doublespaced,ononesideof8" In"
x 11" sheets of paper.
2. Margin• should be 1" left

IJld right, 2" at top of flnt

page, following pages 1" at
top,2" at bottom of eochpa&e)

3. All

p«ge~

must be num~

bertd at boaom center.

4. Cover sheets should COD·
tain title of work ONLY
S. Entries must be presc:oted
in a blue folder( any shade of
blue)

6. E!nt.ry fonns must be securely anached on the •ACX:

of folder, uppu ldt cornu.

POETRY
150-word maximum
1. MUST be typtd, doubletpaced,ononesideof81{1.x
I I sheets of pope.-.
2. Margins should be I" left

An art, photography, poetry, and prose contest
for Chicago high school students

and right, 2" at top of ftnt
page, following ptlgeJ 1" at
top, 2" atbonom ofeach poge)
3. All page. must be DUM·
bered at bottom center.

4. Cover sheets should conllin utle of work ONLY
S. Fntries must be pruentcd
ln a rtd folder (any shade of
red)

6. Entry forms must bestcurtly auached on the BACK
of folder, upptr ltrt corntr.

-

Ent:nc:.•may be covered W1tb aoeta1e or czUophaDe to help muwm& damage from nw.ltiple h.andhna. Entnu of pencil, pule!, or aayon lhould be
JPr&Y·fl.Wd to avoid r.mud&J.DI md fadioa. To avoid d..unaae or loss of auac.bed corry form, \loo'le recommend .ealLD& wtth tape, aa:ta.~ or cellopb.a.oe.
Send entries by freigh~ 1ervioc PREPAID or PARCEL POST (thnc md weight permit), if unable to dc:Jiver in penon. We wtll notaoceptC.OD.~.
1! you would b1e to lmow tf ~ received your entry, plcuc eoc:lo1e a tcJ.f.add.reaed, .wnpc:.d poJtcard.
Youth Communication and Kraftusumc no rerporuubLlity for IOS8 or damage. We re.JCrve the riah~ to n:.pnnt tc.l.ect.ed eotnea.
Entner wiD be reblJ"bed to each school u 1000 • poutblc &1\.er Judaana. Entrant~ CIUl also atnDJC to ptc:k up eobier at our downtown offi<:e.

The categories are

drawing
painting
photography
fiction
poetry

Send or bring entries to:
Youth Communication, 207 S. Wabash, 8th floor, Chicago, IL 60604
If you have any questions, contact Lorraine Reyes at (312) 663-0543

Please make sure you read all the rules before entering!

§end for yourFree ,
PASSPORT & TICKETS
to a Career youll love for a lifetime.
You'll spend most of your life working
once you leave high school and college. Be
sure you love what you do for a living.
People in Travel(fourism Careers do!
They meet exciting new people and -go to
exotic places as part of their jobs.
They also work in a field that urgently
needs trained people to fill entry level
positions in travel agendes, airlines,
crUJseship companies and hotels. According
to the U.S. Department Of Labor; the travel

industry creates jobs twice as fast as the
overall economy.
But you need the right training to get
your start. The kind of training offered at
Robert Morris College.
Find out all about Travel(fourism
Career opportunities by sending for "Your
PASSPORT to Career Opportunities in
Travel(fourism". It could be the beginning
of the most exdting trip of your life!

p

Brenda Roberts

Travel Agent
CARLSON Travel Agency

"Thanks to Robert Morris CoUege
I u•as trained in 40 weeks and
placed in a great starting position. I
just took a free 'PAM' trip to a
resort in Arizona and wiU take
another tojamaica at the first of
the year/"

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I.

We have a FREE Career Package for you! Fill out and return this fonn
for your PASSPORT and TICKETS!

•

"Your PASSPORT to Career Opportunities in the Travel(fourism Industry"
describes in detail over 20 Career Positions with their compensatwn, benefits,
and avenues of advancement. Learn why Travel(fourism is one of the few
professions that doesn't require a 4-Year Degree to rise to the top!

•

Your 2 -Ticket~ entitle you and a friend to TOUR Robert Morris College's
Training Facilities, at no obligation. You'll have a chance to talk with teachers
and students alike.
Nrume ------------------------------Address
City - - - - - - S t a t e - - Z i p - - Phone (

ROBERT

MORRIS

Mall To: Mr. Mark Stafford
Robert Morris College
180 N. LaSalle
Chicago, IL 60601

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

..
-------------COLLEGE

Or Call: (312) 836-4608 for your
FREE Passport & Tickets.

'Your PORT·Of·ENT7lY To The World's Most Excltfng Career Cbofces, TRAVEL/TOlJRJSM"

Reginald Grigsby

Sales Representative
AMTRAK

"The specific trat•el computer
training I received at Robert Morris
College aJ/owed me to get a great
starting position. I love the people,
work environment and great
starting salary with outstanding
benef its/"
New Expression APRIL 1991
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Chicago Day is a museum free-for-all
Fourteen museums and other areas of historic interest will be open free-of-charge
Sunday, May 5 the city's "ChicagoDay."
From noon to 5 p.m. events will also include:
·A Cinco de Mayo celebration at the University of Chicago campus,
complete with a fencing and jousting exhibit, and live Hispanic
music
· A family workshop at the Art Institute of Chicago, where participants
will make "rainbow sun-catchers."
· The Red Rose Ragtime Band will entertain at the Chicago Historical
Society.
• Live jazz and gospel music will be played at the Illinois Institute of
Technology.
• Comic lovers can check out the new "Comic as Art" exhibit at the
Art Institute, while bike riders can hitch a ride on an antique cycle at
the Chicago Historical Society.
Two Chicagoans take advantage of free museum
day 1990 at the Art Institute.

Free bus service will be available at all locations from
11:45 a.m. to 5:15 p.m. For more information or a copy
of the Chicago Day brochure, call 312-230-4880.

• Custom
Garments
• Alterations
Mention this ad
and receive

15%
discount
312-477-7106
Near Western & Irving Park

Wham/
The Jam.
If you dress thrs hot.
you've got to be cool ...

,

Southside

374-8666
4006 W 79th Srreet

&A.t ' SttMt.""

ton Ave.

"THE STORE FOR \1EN"
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The Mayor's Office of Employment and Training offers summer jobs to qualified youths-

You may be eligible for a

You Must:

$4.25 per hour sumiller job.

• Be a Chicago resident
• Be between 14-21 years old
• Be a member of a low-income family
• Have a Social Security card
• Be registered for the Selective Service (if male, 18 years or older)

Registration for the program begins April 15, 1991
For more information and a complete list of documents required for the application process, call
744-8787 or one of the centers below:

UPTOWN/EDGEWATER
275-6018

HUMBOLDT PARK/
WESTTOWN

LAWNDALE/PILSEN
254-4783

772-2258

KENWOOD
536-3 978

NEAR NORTH
ENGLEWOOD

744-8787

962-5353

SOUTH CHICAGO
734- 6 320

AUSTIN
ROSELAND

744-8787

468-6617

GARFIE LD

GAGE PARK

533-0146

744-8787

Richard M. Daley, Mayor
City of Chicago

Mary Gonzalez Koenig, Director
Mayors Office of Employment and Training
New Expression APRIL 1991
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CALLING ALL MEN!
A~U) ~ guide tr nrl\m Pft~IIPftp
lly

Andre~

Hernandez
St. Ignatius

Men, it looks like its that time o' year again! Yeah, you guessed it,
it's "Prom Time" again budtlics!
Time to break out with the patent lenlher shoes that n~.:vcr stay
shined, the half-wilted tcehnicolor corsages that never stay pinned
correctly, the semi-luxury cars that cost two arms and two legs to
drive, the undersized pastel tuxedos wiLh matching waist and neck
harnesses (cummerbund and bow tie for all you proper types), etc.
But anyway, on a more serious note, I'm here to warn you fellow
brothers. I have been to the other side men, and Tmust warn you: GET·
PREPARED! Now all of you women reading this might be thinking,
''What do boys (men take note: most women will n<:ver refer to you as
a man) have to prepare for prom?"
OK, fine. women have to prepare a lot: find a date, find a dress, get
11 made, get hair done, get nails done, etc., etc., etc. (the list is
cndlcss ... or is it?) But we (men, that is) have oh so much more to do.
For starters, we have to find a date b~:cause we just can't seem to
count on you women to ask us. So we, tl1c strong masculine hunks
tltat we arc, must break down, ris!<_ing our marthood mind you, and ask
one of you to prom. We must face our ultimate fear, rejection so we
can go to this dance ami make our parents proud.
After we find a date, (that IS, if we find a date, but then 1f we
don't, well why should we go on living?) we advance lO space two on
the prom game board, which combines buying the prom bid and
p1ckmg out a semi GQ-ish tuxedo (of cour~c witl1 tl1c matching
cummerbund and bow tic).
That's right, we must break down once again (llld ask a woman a
question which slowly erodes our manhood away: "Well. wh1it color
is your dress gonna be?" or "Uh, duh, what color tux do you think I
should wear? lliked the electric blue one myself." Some of us out-ofstyle men will have our dates accompany us to look for a tuxedo,
which is really humiliatmg . WARNING MEN: although yo ur date
says it looks cute, white tails and a pink rurDed shirt looks tacky,
believe me.
W ARfhNG #2: Get all of your money together. Pile up all the
money you saved [Tom shoveling snow for three months. Tknow you
women arc thinking, "Oh, but those are the only things that boys need
to do for prom." But, wait, there's a special bonus! Prepare yourself
because l'm gonna run through th1s pretty fast kids!
Men have to get a Oower for their dates (and not just any Oower.
but one that matches her dress)
Men have to find a means of transportation (be it car, limo,
carriage, horse, foot, etc.), but of course, that's assummg that tl1c man
drives (I know all of you women would love to dnve while wearing a
Ooor lcngtl1 dress and h1gh heels!) and he.! ha..~ money to rent this
movable object.
And I'm willing to bet that men have to make reservauons at
rc~taurants so that their dates won't starve on prom mght (but of
cour~c. men k'Tlow that women will ri.'SOrt to transfonning mtn a mbbit
and ordering a salad).
W ARNlNG #3 (aren't you gelling tired of these?): M<.:Donald's is
notconsickred a post-prom eatery! Boy (I mean "1\lan"- sorry guys).
il seems like a man's job JS never done.
Arc all you women satisfted out there?
Gc•otl! Now you sec what men have to prepare for prom. Now 11's
time for a quick review. Men handle the dates, tultedo, Oowcr, hid,
transportation, and cats. Women handle Lhc dress. hair, and nails (it
sort of pales in comparison to whnt men do, doe~n't 11?) Women,
don't get mad, tl1is is only one man's opinion (or is it? c'mon guys,
back me up). The moral of th1s whole story? Well, kids, do NOT, 1
repeat, do NOT take your date for granted There arc about n ti!lion
things to prepare for prom. But, the question is, arc YOU prepared?

\Vhat's Lp In Prom \Vear~
By

i\ng~l"

1\laihh

Srnn Acad1•rny

llcy, Ladies! Do you want to know what's up this prom season?
Jane Smtih, a representative from Carson Pine Scott s:udthe styles
that arc most ~ought after arc strapless. full skirt, off tl1e -shoulder
and short-sleeved. Preferred colors arc j:JIIy, bright colors, creams,
gold and all 'hades of purple, peach, white, and paqch;. H lack isn' L
used much tlus se:L~on. People are wilhng to pay up to $250 Thl!
avcr.tgc pnc:e ts around S 175 to $200. These pnc:cs inclucl<' labor
charges and the cost of fahnc
II yClu arc short, dark, or tall, don'tlcur There arc salcspcopk and
drcssmnkcrs who will help you fmd what you're looki11g for Tf you
arc tall and skeptical about wcanng a short outfit, don't worry
Launc Redden <lf Sew C'raL.y said !>hun sku\.!, on l-tllladics makes
them look a IJtt!t: shorter nnd fuller. ll you arc unsure about a tlrl'ss
01 the dress you want. a dressmaker will stand you Ill front
a
Jllrrror, mea~urc you all<l show you a hoc1k of dresses. If you are a
I ill leon the heavy side, don't worry, the dressmaker can ue.IIL' a
sluwning look by na.nng under the ai)domcn.
J lllW lung docs it take 10 Jli<rkt· a prcHll dress? A ru~h dress could
be made in a week hut the average dr,•ssmakcr likes to tukl' two
Wl'cks . There·~ an extra charge for n rushed dress, between 10 to 20
pt•rCCIII.
I Icy guys, double bn:<ostcd nnd show ~ollars ;ue in I !n ve n ~arc
unrl happy pro111!

Photographer'>
Jcl.nu Mahiri, Kenwood
Na.1ia Zm if, Wluuwy Young

Tuxl'dos provided by Gingiss Formnl Wear.

or

G Now
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Dresses provided by Prom Connection and Sew Crazy.

Frprtts~iM1',.;

Curtst Couplt

~otttNt l!·i><nt~:llimk.a l)UUI,lh~rlj•

(\lnnl from lefL) •nd l~hm';l.~l Rl(lrUI)l(
(lll<> '"I!Y m~ol m 11\c plml!> <woof
woof!>) h•og wnk <ho g•n~. Sh11 is
w~tnn~;. Jl wluic h•lleN"rt"'d d«>,o;.' wil.h
full sklrt ist j\l.\~l~il am! d,-1\eat~
w~o~ppcJ u• • long sh.,wl.

l>y s.·w CroJt.y

The anx eh olh !ma~ical n~hi
l!)

Elisabtth 1.1 the bcllc of' the ball sn a
Jtnpless tlooe-futing bodice of non!
lame pnnt and sk.i!'le<! 1ry floor-length
silver la..-oC.
by Pro"' Co'IJICCIUJfl
1ne guys arc •porung black tuxedos by
G<11g1S.r Formal Wtar

ichnla' Bcrr)
Ktn"o•ld \cad,•m)

Dad a]..., ay.s reJI.s) ou about h.: and your mom's first d tc· Sc 'ltOr
Prom. It was so romant..c She \\as dressed up m a long. b.:a. ul,
pink dress. He"" a~ look.mg quite handsome in his bl:tcJ..: tuxedo,
Unfortunately. he d1dn'ttcll you about the homblc an:ucty )OU
have to go through beforehand. Who am I gomg "ith'1 How arc "c
getting there? Ho"" am I going to pay for all this? Do I have to take
her to dinner, too?
Don't worry, you aren't alone. Most guys procrastmate untilll1c
last minute to get aJI of this together. The tirstthing you have to son
out is whether you arc gomg or not. The reason a lot of people don't
go is because they don't they don't know where they t•an get the
money to pay for everything. Some schools arc a.skmg up to $90, and
that's only for the tickets. You also have to thmk about paying for
renting a tu'\edo, gas to get there if you arc driving, or cab f.tre, or
bribe money to get one of your friend~ to drive you. You also need
money if you arc gomg to dinner or a snack afterwards, and m.my
couples rent out hotel rooms, so they don't have to come home late
and wake their parents. Many guys pay for prom out of money from
their job, or the1r parents may feel generous, and offer to pay for all
or at least some of the expense.
Semor Daniel Mikalic says, "My parents will pmbably pay for the
llekets and the tux, but I'd have to pay for everything else" Since
women's lib IS so prominent nowadays, are the ladies paymg ;Ls weJI
as the guys? According to senior Jelani Mahm, "No, I'll probabl}
pay for everything except the dress. Unless, of course, she wanL~ to
pay!"
As for who you arc going with, there arc three options for most
people. Go with your steady girlfriend, tf you have one, find a date
specifically for prom, or go with a friend. Senior Jordan Williams
said, ''I'm going to go with a date, unless I can't fmd one, then I'm
gomg with a friend." This was the opmion of almost everyone I
talked to.
Even w1th all these options, prom still isn't for everyone. The
price is very h1gh, and not worth it for some people. Senior Gabriel
MitcJ~cll says, "Prom IS a joke, llu: music is lousy, it's too expensive,
and the food sucks." Mitchell also srud, "If I want to go to a lormal
dance so badly, I can JUSt \\ait unlll after high school, and go to
something that's not so expensive."

'VhJ it's OK not to ~o to prom
By Melanie \lcFarland
:\ltor~:an

Cutest Couple Contest Winners
Ishmael Rideaux and Monica Daugheny
from Julian
Scou DuPan and Jamila Tims
from Hyde Park
congratulations!

:\1odels:
Scott DuPart, 17, Hyde Park
Jarmla Tims, I!!, H} de Park
Ishmad Rtdcaux, 17, Juhan
~fomca Daugherty, 17, Julian
\1arisol Legis, 16. Richards Vocational
, '!Co Berry, 16, Kenv.ood
Jclam Mahin, 16, Ken...,ood
Knsten Petrillo. 16, Lane Tech
Ehs.1bcth Heard, 17, St Ignatius

Co' ~:r model'i:
Ocft to right) Elisat-.-:th Heard, :\ico BCll), ~lansol Legts
cour ..np
II) P I'Cc m co ~MCllOit

"So, have you gouen your prom
dress yet?"
"No.''
"Why?"
"Because I'm fU)/ going to prom."
"WI/AT?!"
Yep. I'm not going to prom.
Horror of horrors. I didn't go last
year either. I am a normal person.
I'm not exactly bad to look at either,
even 1fT do say so myself. So it's not
a question of getting a date. I JUSt
don't wanlto go.
Let me explain. When l was little,
I saw my sister go off to prom in
May. In my 7 year-old mind, vJsio,>s
of Cinderella and her magical ball
danced. I knew that some day l
would be able to put on a .silky,
gauzy gown like the one she wore,
wear Mommy's best Jewels. and
accompany my own Prince Charm
ing off to the ball.
However, I dtd not cons1der thai
thts ball ""ould also be attended by
my classmates, the same people that
make fart noiSes w1th thctr armptts,
idoli1.c Johnny Dcpp. drool at a
ptclure of Cmdy Craw ford and go
mto hystencs upon hcarmg words
hke "dung" and "booby hatch." Sure.
they'll be dressed m tuxedos and ball
gov. ns, but they will sull be td!OIS.
That's my reason. However. there
are other reasons that people don't
go. For msrance, one of my fnends
isn't gomg because she's savmg her
money to go to Greece, and she'd
rather have money to buy souvenirs
abroad than spend It on a dress that
she'll only wear a few times. Aftt."''
all, like she told me: how much sense

Park Acadcm)

docs it make to spend an exorbitant
amount of money on somctlung ll1.tt
will only last a fe..., hours :myw.1y? A
few hundred dollar~ C<U'l buy a lot of
great stuff that you can usc every
day.
Then, there arc my frtcnds that
just arc not excited at the idea of
wearing formal wear. Sure, formal
dresses arc nice, but what person
truly enJOYS having to worry what or
who touches their clothes every
minute, or whether their undcrgar
ments are shpping? As for tuxes,
many guys may thmk that they look
like James Bond, but deep down
mside, they know that they look like
a p<.-ngum. And who can truly be
individualistic m a tux, unless you do
something wacky to your ha1r or
shoes? (In wh1ch case you come off
lookmg l1ke a fool anyway.)
My point is, n's okay nolto go to
prom, c' en if it ts your sen1or year
Nobody is obligated to go If you've
been dreaming about 1l all year, as
many people have, then have a greal
umc. But 1f you are feel uncomfon
able about go mg. don't have the
lime, or yot: ;ust aren't interested,
then don'! go. It' not abnormal, and
1l doesn't mean that you rc le of a
person or anythmg After all. Kcvm
Costner dtdn't go to prom. and he's
one of Amenca's foremosl sex
symbols. So tl's not a bad thmg.
You'll probably end up havmg more
fun than mosl people Bestdes, 1t's
your n1ght. and you c~n do Vi hat you
want 10, do v.hat you -van! to, du
what ) ou want to .
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You're Invited to

seno has your style!

P•

30 Locations

• 38 Styles including the
23 collection for Michael
Jordan in black & white

R•
0•

Saturday, April 20, 1991
12:30 p.m. to 3:30p.m.

• Peg Trousers in black
& white

at Chicago State University
Robinson University Center
95th Street at St. Lawrence Ave.

*

• Get your free prom picture book and your free
Beaune~ gift.

M
'' ,,

Kick-off stage performance - 12:30 p.m.

*
*
*

1st choice guaranteed

Meet our faculty

91

Talk to CSU Students

Discover scholarship and financial aid opportunities

p

Refreshments

*

Door Prizes

*

Campus tours

*

Entertainment

For more information call (312) 995-2513

PLAN ON BEING A SUCCESS!

&

Chicago
State
University
ilOARD OF GovERNORS UNTVERSillES

eno

Student discounts (with
school 1.0.)

• $15.00 deposit guarantees your prom tux.
• Seno has the style and
price you want for your
prom. So don't delay!
Stop in at your nearest
Seno location today.

FDAMALWEAA
Chicago
6 E Randolph St.
(Northeast corner State & Randolph)
(312) 782·1115

Oak Lawn
Greenoaks Shopp1ng Center
(95th & C1cero)
(708) 636-2500

Calumet City
R1ver Oaks West
(708) 891·2950

30 LOCATIONS
For the location nearest you dial 312-TUX-SENO

BUYING YOUR TUXEDO AT BUY-A-TUX LETS YOU BE YOU.
WHY WEAR THE SAME RENTED TUXEDO TO PROM AS EVERYONE ELSE? BE YOURSELF.
CREATE A STYLE ALL YOUR OWN AT BUY-A-TUX.
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Epic of the Disco Freaks
By Clarence Lang
St. Ignatius

I am in my basement, the
cluttered subte rranean cavern
where I spin and sleep and dwell.
It is dark, lit dimly by seve ral
strategically placed lava lamps
and a strobe light dangling from
the ceiling. It revolves lazily,
adding erratic illumination.
Posters of Miles Davis, Led
Zeppelin, the Cure, De La Soul,
and the Jungle Brothers adorn
my walls. In one corner stands a
bookcase, but it holds no books.
It houses thousands upon
thousands of disco cuts, some
accessible, others rare and
elusive. Some are from the
neighborhood import record
store, others from the far reaches
of the globe.
In front of it sits my equipment
(turntables, microphones, cross
faders, earphones, massive
speakers, and all). I have chosen
my weapon. Bird had a sax.
Hendrix had an axe. I have a
sound system.
I am not alone 1n my cavern.
My tribe sits with me. Dain and
Mahari, Levi and Vasquez. We
wait only for Shepherd, who has
gone to rent a van to transport
my equipment to the club for the
ceremony, an event that has
been in the making for a month.
Flyers, posters, word of mouth.
Every form of revelation has been
employed to announce my
coming. Tonight the tribes will
meet.
Shepherd arrives. We spend

forty-five minutes transferring my
equipment from the basement to
the van . We spend another thirty
minutes deciding which records
to bring. Soon we are in motion,
gliding down Michigan Avenue. I
see posters on practically every
lamppost, posters heralding my
arrival:
~

THETRIBES GO TO WAR
BRIAN JONES
(ACID NATION)

ROCKET J. SUAVE
A . MYLES
(DEEP HOUSE
UNDERGROUND) (X)

STEVELAND CHEVRY
(DISCO FREAKS)

SATURDAY, FEB. 23, 1991
9.00 UNTIL
AT

TilE CAVERN
166 W RANDOLPH ST

$6.00-NO STARTER GEAR
ALLOWED!
A BROTHERS SOUL
PRODUCTION

L

I

J

I am the keynote speaker to
night, as the poster suggests.
The others are just going to warm
up the masses. For me. Their
names, and their tribes' names,
might as well not even be written
alongside mine.
We drive past the front

entrance of the club. The line
winds around corners. The pay
will be good. The police can
barely contain them, the multitudes of bell-bottomed pants,
Doctor Martin's shoes, hoop
earrings, processed hair, mohair
jackets, funky, psychedelicallyprinted shirts and scarves and
hats, African beads, ankh
necklaces, peace-sign chains.
My generation is not an indifferent one. We struggle. We fight.
To party.
Shepherd parks the van behind
the club. We climb out, six 17
year olds swallowed in baggy
suits, silk shirts, black oxfords,
funky-dope ties, fade haircuts,
earrings. Nose rings. The
Freaks live well. Dain and I walk
in the back doer to see the lay of
the land while the house security
comes out to help my other
tribesmen bring in my equ1pment.
We step onto the dance floor,
incredibly vast and incredibly
filled. Sparkling, flashing,
probing strobe lights shed their
freakish sunshine on the wasteland that stretches before me. It
is like Sodom. Bodies here,
there, undulating to the music,
gyrating, groping, revelling in their
hedonism.
I smile, inhaling deeply the
acrid smell of sweat and lust,
feeling the heat of nations,
watching the primal rituals take
place before me. This is my
element.

I

Dain nudges me. "You got to
admit it, man. Myles is pretty
good," he says, pointing to the
dude pumping out the music atop
the platform at the front of the
hall.
"He is, " I concede, "but not
good enough."
Dain smiles. He loves my
arrogance.
A group of tribesmen in
Girbaud jeans and snap-brim
hats JOStle past us, holding aloft a
drunken female. They remind me
of warriors back from the hunt,
showing off their prey.
"Hoi" they chant. "Ho! Ho!"
Dain nudges me. "Let's get
into it, man," he says.
We take the floor, twirling
ourselves on foot like figure
skaters, grabbing our other legs
and holding them behind our
backs. We spin on the floor. We
caper, like Greek gods, and
pretty soon people have gathered
around us, forgoing their ntualistic
dances in favor of watchmg us do
ours.
Myles' set ends at 1:00, and
my tribe begins setting up for
mme. By then, word has gotten
around the club that the Freaks
are in the house. The adulat1on
reaches a fever pitch when I
mount the platform, where my
massive system has been placed
and hooked up. I am a god, the
sound system is my altar, and the
people below me are my worshippers. My ritual can begm.

"Now," Dain says into the
microphone. His deep voice
echoes through the hall. "Music
from the mind ...of Steve
Chevry."
My music begins with a
pulsating, throbbing, thundering
beat that shakes the club down to
its foundation. The crowd
resumes its ceremonial dance,
the rites cont1nue. Then I add an
instrumental. Then a m1nute
later, another. And another. And
another.
Soon, a shape-shifting beast
is raging over the dance floor. It
is invisible, scentless, intangible,
elusive. It hypnotizes saps the
individual will and creates a mob
consciousness I alone control it.
for I have conjured it. I have
breathed polyrhythmic life mto 11
with my turntables, and I have
g1ven it strength and mob1l1ty with
my speakers. Now I release 11 to
wreck and rUin and destroy all in
its path. I crank up the bass.
The dance floor is in flames. I
keep my eyes closed. If I open
them, I will disintegrate, become
a pillar of salt.
The party people are no
longer dancing. They are
consumed 1n hellfire, writhing in
agony. They are gnashing their
teeth, mangling one another. But
after they are done mul1lal1ng
themselves, alter the last
heartbeat on the dance floor has
ceased, my beat will continue.

I

I
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The sax tipples and wails. It paints the
room blue.
"'There is no other instrument in the
world like the sax." said Jarvis Johnson.
a member of the new city-wide City
College jazz band. "I am fascinated with
the sound of it.
"I look up to Uazz musician) John
Coltrain. When I was in seventh grade I
first picked up the sax. I liked to play il.
played in my high school band." said
Johnson, a former South Shore High
School student.
The city-wide City College jazz band
was
the brainchild of Nate Thomas, a
By Sarah Karp
vice-chancellor of the City Colleges, who
Lincoln P ark
has played jazz himself.
"I thought to myself, We have 100,000
students in the City Colleges. Many of
these stu dents have p layed instruments
in high schooL Why couldn't we get
together some sort of musical group?'"
Thomas said.
"'The reason why we chose jazz is so we
wouldn't be resilided to any particular
kind of music. You got classical and you
got rock, but jazz is somewhere in the
middle. You can play any kind of music
you want when playing jazz," said Thomas.
Leading the band is jazz enthusiast,
musician, and composer
Charles Hamson, a newcomer to the City College
system. Harrison said he
loves working with the
eclectic group, some of
CHICAGO CITY-WIDE
whom
have just finished
COLLEGE
high school while others
226 West Jackson Boulevard
are taking time out from
641-2595
the work force .
DALEY COLLEGE
To get the jazz band
7 500 South PuJask.i Road
started.
fliers were posted
735-3000
throughout the City ColHA ROLD W ASHINGTON
leges. They auditioned 150
COLLEGE
students and ended up
30 East Lake Street
with 23 musicians. What
781-9430
qualified the students was
an understanding and an
KENNEDY-KING
ability to read music.
COLLEGE
The musicians represent
6800 South Wentwonh Avenue
all ethnic groups and are
962-3200
drawn from the eight city
MALCOLM X COLLEGE
colleges.
1900 West Van Buren Street
"'They played at the
942-3000
Hilton and they sounded
OLI VE-HARVEY
really good. They sounded
CO LLEGE
better than I thought they
10001 South Woodlawn Avenue
would." said Thomas. who
568-3700
stresses the development of
a scholarship for students
TRUMAN COLLEGE
accepted into the jazz
1145 West Wilson Avenue
878-1700
band.
Johnson stresses the
WRIGHT COLLEGE
exposure. "A lot of pros
3400 North Austin A venue
come and look at us. like
777-7900
Ramsey Lewis. That is
really good because it gets
DIAL
your foot in the door. We
also go to nightclubs," said
Johnson.
.....••.•.....••..•••... •••
"Another good thing is
I want to take
that it is like a family. ll
advantage of
feels
good to be part of
the opportunity
something. We are in
I am onterestcd on
unison.
0 ( h1cago ( 1ty W1de Cullc:gc:
"The jazz band helps me
0 I)a ley Collt'gc
1
to
master my plan. to
n H arold \X a,hmgton ( ollcgc:
L; Kennedy· Kmg Collcgt·
mas ter techniques. To be
0 1\.lak olm XC ollcgc
in the j a7...z band you need
0 O !.ve H arvcv ( ollcgl'
_ Tncman ( ollegc:
some cut and dry knowl[J \XInght ( ollcgc
edge. You need to know
I or more mform.lllnn lnmpkH: !11"
how
to manage an instruLoupon and ..end to
ment:
you need to sound
Cuy College< of ( h~t•R<>
5tudc:nt Dt:vc:lupnu;nt ~ ( nrullmcm
good." said Johnson, a
~t'I"\' ICC
Harold Washington stuDb \X' IJl k""' Hlvd
{ hKa~o II hOt,Oh
dent.
"'The j azz band is great
because it int ens ifies th e
glory ofmus ic. If you can
play an ins trument go for

City College
jazz band
a "wail" of
a good time

A band member "jazzes" it up
during a Wednesday night rehearsal
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With colleges located in your own
communicy, with tuition rates you
can afford, City Colleges of Chicago
is your path to learning and success.

City Colleges of Chicago: The Opportunity is Yours
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Studentfindslocksmithin~

Women or

key to future

IJy Sarah Karp
Lincoln Park

A ltttlc girl SILS o n the noor filling
Lcgos together. When she is done she
sits back to sec what she has made: a
colorful, odd ly shaped house.
"A lo t of times women get caught
doing work that docsn ' t last, ltke being
a secretary (v. ho) docs <omconc else 's
work. But when yo u hel p to butld a
build ing, it stands. People walk in and
out of tL each day.
"I used to lix elevato rs in !he Sears
Tower. Thirty lhousand people rode
!he elevator each day. That is satisfying," said Laura Surgarman, an extradeswoman.
A woman may not pictu re herself
working in an elevator shaft smitten
with grease. But by not considering
!his postLion she may be depriving
herself.
Women arc m1ssing out on good
money and good JObs.
Wilhout a college education, many
women sink into low- paying jobs
which do not lift !hem far above !he
poverty level. The Senate Budget
Committee reported lhat43 percent of
women in the labor force wilh families
of four were cmplo~ed in JObs that pay
below povcny level wages .
But !his docs not have to be true.
Women could break out of trad iuo nal
JObs and become carpenters, pamtcrs,
or elevato r constructors. They could
make from $14 to S25 an hour. They
can get hcallh care bene fits, uruo n
memberships, and pensions.
"One of !he advantages is o n-lhejob training. Trades have apprentice
ships where you arc paid to learn," said
Surgarntan, who is no w the directo r o f
Women in Trades, a non-for-pro fit associatio n of 300 tradeswomen. " You
learn skills that you can usc to go into
your o wn businesses. Skill gives you
power."
"Some women like pink collarJObs,"
said Irm a Jimenez, a 25-ycar -old
electric ian. "But o thers love to build
lhings wi lh the ir hands.
"!love to get dirty. A lot of times we
work in mud," Jimenez said. J1mcnc t
IS wearing a purple T -shin, gym shoes
and blue jeans. She is clear thinking
and soft spoken.
"I sort of stumbled into tltis JOb,"
said J1 menc t who got her JOb when the
go vernment forced unions to open more
posi tions to women . T he electrical
un tOn needed people. J1mcnet spent
fo ur years as an apprentice. An apprenucc works on !he JOb nmc months
a year and goes to school for two
months.
"When you firs t become an apprcn

THEDOLLAR~
AND~EN~E
OF WORKING
IN TRADE~

m

1990 Median
week ly earni ng
wage chart fo r
vanous laborers,
per mlorm at1 un of
U.S . Department of
LalxJr, 13urea u of
Labor Statistics,
I: mployment and
Earnings D1vis10 n,
January ICJ91.
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Uy \lfai Dang
Von Steuben

ticc it is hard. For some you
become an o utl et," sa id
Jimcnct.. "Younccda scnsc
of humor m the trades. You
need to JOke around because
yo u arc cons tantly tired .
That is a big word in the
trades 'ti red.'
"But it is also challcngmg.
"At lirst when I told my
family they thought it was
funny," said Jimenez "They
lhought it was a phase. My
mother was afraid I would
get hu rl. My falher lhoug ht
it was interesting... . he is
also in the trades, he is a
welder. 1 come from a
family of six of which four
are boys but I am !he only
one who went into the
Illustr a ted by ;\1ei :vioy, Whitney Youn g
trades. My falhcr was in'There are so few women in the
strumental and encouraging.
"My brothers didn't know how to trades that a woman may lind herself
introduce me to !heir friends. They !he only person on the job," she conwould blush a little. But now they are tinued. "When sexual harassment oclike 'Hey Irma my friend has a fan !hat curs it may be hard to stand up to her
needs putting up do you think you co-worker. Many women find it discould come over and put it up'!"
courag mg .
Jimenez's brothers are an example
"But women should be proud of
o f when time cases people out of the ir hi story and !he civil rights movesexism. l lo wcvcr,thc restoflhc world ment. Don't let anybody say 'no' beisn't so easy to convince.
cause you arc a female. Everyone
Wo men make up only three percent should have !he same opportunities."
of !he trade labor force.
Anolhcr reason !hat few women
One reason that there are so few take advantage of JObs in the trades is
wo men in !he trades is !hat women !hat they arc uninformed about the
have a h1story of bemg discnminatcd mechanics of the trades. From Barbie
against in !he trades. For years compa- dolls to make-up, girls are not made
nies have been allowed to openly bar fam11iar wilh tools and ma terials. Furwomen from high-paying labor jobs.
lhermore, girls arc unaware that cerThe Milwaukee-based auto baucry tain opportunities in the trades exist.
company Johnson Controls Inc. has a
At Lane Technical High School it is
nine year old policy of no t hi ring mandatory !hat all the students take
women in jobs wilh possible hig h- sho p. Some girls at Lane complain
level lead exposure unless they had !hat the skills they are taught in shop
mcd1cal proof of s tenlity.
class are not practical, such as weldOn Marc h 20, !he Supreme Court ing. In fac t, !hey say that !hey resent
ruled unanimously !hat companies havi ng to take !he shop classes instead
canno t exclude women fro m ha! ard- of th1ngs colleges look for, l1ke lanous JObs in !he mtcrest of pro tcctmg g uage classes.
!heir reproductive heallh.
But Surgarman said that the only
Justice Harry Blackmun sa1d m way for fcma.lcs to increa~c their numwriti ng for the coun that "Concern fo r bers in the trades is for !hem to be
a woman's cx1stin g or potential off- int rodu ced early. "We encourage
spring historically has been the excuse teache rs and administrators to talk to
for de nying women equal-emplo yment !heir studcnL~. Early discussion about
oppon un!lics."
the trades is critical to preparing girls
" Unfortuna te ly, there has been a lot about male o riented professio ns," she
of resistance by men to le t women mto said.
the trades. In the SuprcmcCo und cc1
The bottom line, Jimenez said "is
sian the company says it 1S to protect th at women sho uld be getting what
women, but it 1s reall y to keep them they arc worth and they should be
o ut," said Surgarman.
tra med to be. "
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Ins tead of spending his t1me playing o utside ltkc
he normally doe s, Jeffrey B eltran, a freshman at
Lmcoln Park High School, did somclhing d 1ffcrent
las t summer.
He learned how to be a locksmith.
Beltran, a Prescoll Elementary School graduate,
was given the opportunity to work by Jim Gruber,
owner of Ashland Lock Co. through a program
created by the Prescott Local School Council. This
program was an urgent step to deal wilh the
increasing gang problems in the area. It is !he only
program of its kind in Chicago
"Gangs are !he major cause of other problems,"
said Gruber. One of the problems he cited is a rising
dropout rate, a problem Gruber understands
especially well. He was a high school dropout.
Gruber's purpose is to "show the kids the value of
an education and how to get a good-paying job."
Gruber's company is the fiistto adopt the
program. This summer, seven other factories and
builders will also join by offering jobs. Students
who are interested must fill out an application, meet
with !he management, and then write a lencr to the
company explaining why !hey want !he job. Before
returning to school after the job, the students arc
then required to write a letter on !he skills they
learned.
He said he wants !hem to learn " to be responsible,
to be on time, to be neat, and to know that !he ir arc
certain skills required to get a decent job." "We
want to show the businesses, especially the industries that are very important to the city, that there is a
valuable pool of kids with skills."
Gruber's apprentices performed some manual
labor and learned locksmithing skills such as using
numbers in making keys. They must meas ure the
depth of the key hole to create the notches on the
keys. Measuring sometimes must be done to within
a lhousandth of an inch.
"First we made apartment keys with his
[Gruber's] help. He then helped us to get s tarted on
our own keys," said Beltran. He rcca.llcd his
nervousness the lirsttime he was assigned to m ake
an apartment key. Ho wever, when the key lit in the
hole, an indication that he succeeded in his task,
Beltran remembered being extremely relieved. For
several weeks after his firs t accomplishment, Beltran
and another apprentice proceeded to make 500 to
600 keys.
In add ition to intense concentrauon on
locksmilhing, Beltran enJoyed talking and listening
to music with the other workers on the JOb.
"l learned how to make keys, to ge t a good job,
and to have fun doing it," said Be ltran.
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Blue·collar workers
keep job all mthe familJ

lly Clarance Lang
St. Ignatius

ll y Coll ee n l'ioonan
Morgan Park Academy

Students
become mechanics
in special
program

Due to an overwhelming need for people with proven skills
in automotive mechanics, learning this trade can be as vital to
the work force as studying medicine or law ..... and just as
competitive.
Because of this competition, a person interested in a career in
automechanics should look for training programs that specialize
in hands-on experience, offer trainee work on a wide variety of
foreign and domestic cars using state-of-the-art tools and
equipment, boasts top professionals to instruct and supervise all
repairs, has small classes for more one-on-one instruction, and
offers tax credits for disadvantaged students who qualify.
Those interested can find such a program in Project TEAM
(fraining and Employment of Automotive Mechanics). Project
TEAM is a highly successful approach to vocational skills
training and job placement.
This program specializes in training economically disadvantaged youths and adults living on Public Aid and unemployment
income (ranging between ages 17 and 50) to repair and maintain
automobiles. After program completion, TEAM places the
graduates in automotive jobs which pay a competitive wage.
Salaries start at $5.50 an hour on the average, said Susan
Dixon, director of ProjectTEAM.But, she added, good increases
quickly follow.
"No one needs a diploma to participate in this program," said
Monica Horton, secretary for TEAM. "All we require is a
driver's license and they be from a low,-income household.
"The beauty of this program is that it gives people the
opportunity to learn a trade free of cost, because we are
supported by Hull House Association, Auro Aftermarket, and
Fel-Pro."
The program includes a course in basic automotive service
and maintenance, instruc tion in bas1c math and English skills,
training in job-seekin g skills and profess ionalism, counseling
for personal problems that may interfere with a person 's success
in training and employment, placement in entry-level jobs in the
auto repair fi eld, and support service after job p lacement.
" Word o f mouth is a great tool," Horton said. "A lso, we have
an adminis tration counselor who goes to schools, public and
private, to get people interested."
Sin ce 1ts beginning in 1979, Project TEAM has placed over
450 graduates in competitive employment. The students benefit
from the experience, but the families arc made beneficiaries as
well. By making taxpayers out of individuals rather than tax
consumers, TEAM has saved soci.:ty more than S 12 million,
including the savmgs from Pubhc Aid expenditures.

My father is a contractor, which means a supervisor of
the building of houses. All five of my brothers have had to
work with him summers and during school. M y father let
me play with the wood, but he kept me away from the
manual labor.
Only one of my brothers follo wed my father directly
into the fi eld, while two others went into the related
positions of electric ian and ironworker, still using their
experience with Dad to their full advantage.
The others, Jim and Tim, discarded their past and
journeyed into the white collar careers of lawyer and
computer scientist. When asked why they chose different
field s, both Jim and Tim answered, "because it doesn't
interest me," or ''I'm tired of it."
You can find many families like mine, where the father
shows his sons what the blue-collar world is like, and has
some of them tum away for "better" occupations.
But there are also those families like the Laydcns. All
five sons are electricians. They were " trained" j ust as my
brothers were, working side-by-side with the ir father,
learning the trade from the ground up. Perhaps it is in
their blood. Their father, Joe Layden, carne to America
from Ireland in 1956, and took up construc tion. Asking
the sons why they chose blue-collar occupations, the most
common answer I received was, "we have a background in
the field plus, you can earn good money without a college
education."
Yes, that's right. Money is to be earned in blue-collar
fields. My brother Tom, the ironworker, makes about $2 1
an hour, and my brother Tony, the electrician, who has
been working as an apprentice for the past two-and-a-half
years is making $12 an hour because he is still learning the
trade.
A large part of being in blue-collar work is labor
unions. It's not that easy to jo in, but when you 'rc a
member the benefits arc great. Right after graduating
high school, my bro ther Tony, the electrician, was trying
to join.
But he, unlike the Laydcns, had no connections, and it
took him abo ut four years to finally be accep ted. The
diffic ulty in getting into a union may be one reason
laborers' sons choose other fields.
As a member, Tony said he has a voice in America's
labor force, and finally all those years when he only
bought American goods have brought the1r benefits.
Union membership means assured pay, because the umon
will always find its workers a JOb, and they also rccc1ve
umon-sponsorcd medical benefits.
Bcs1des these monetary benefits, blue-collar worko.:rs
get phys1cal and heart-felt benefits. Blue collar workers
arc a group tha t form a clan, one wh1ch IS especially close
because so many of its members arc fathers and sons.

This two-page supplement was funded by FEI.:PRO
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OLIVER STONE's

"Doors"
is a pleasant
"trip"
By Melanie McFarland
Morgan Park Academy

Jim Morrison sits at a table,
surrounded by children. He
looks about confusedly, seeing
the children laugh and play
around him . Suddenly, he
sees an image of himself as a
child. His child self smiles at
hrm, and goes to sit on the lap
of a Navajo Indian wearrng a
gray and black face of death.
Both stare back at him. He
turns back around and says
after a thought, "What a
strange life I've had." Then he
passes out.
Sound unreal? Like a long
dream? Well, that's what it's
like to watch the hot new film,
"The Doors." It's a two- hour
psychedelic trip through the
life of Jim Morrison. The
audience gets a chance to not
only experience h1s triumphs
and feel the magic and
madness that h1s presence
inspired, but also take a roller
coaster ride through his
tumultuous personal life and
h1s all-consuming addrctions to
drugs, women , sex. and fame.
Val K1lmer portrays the
doomed rock star, and
definitely fits the role to a tee.
Not only is he a dead rrnger for
Mornson, but he also srngs in
some parts of the movre, and
actually sounds like hrm He
del•vers each poet1c line as rf
he IS actually possessed with
the spirit of the tragrc poet.
However, while Kilmer does
what may very well be the best
acting of hrs career, Meg
Ryan, who plays Morrison's
lover Pamela Courson, was
not at her best. Although she
holds her own, her actrng just
did not have the spark that rt
had rn previous films, partrcularly n "When Harry Met
Sally." Some scenes were
shallow and contrived, and she
did her best actrng when her
character was supposed to be
angry Most of the t1me, she
JUSt seemed flaky.
Cheers to Kyle Maclachlan,
who played the only completely sane member of the
band, Ray Manzarek He was
very natural in the role, and rt
was a welcome break from hrs
qurrky character Special Agent
Cooper on the televrsron serres
'Twrn Peaks "And cheers to
drrector Oliver Stone, whose
cinematography was outstandIng. He truly made the film a
journey into the subconscious.
So, what else can I say
about the trim? Prepare to
enter 1nto a state where the
bounds of reality are tested .
Have a nrce trrp

***
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will be back next month!!

Introducing
The University
Of Opportunity.
n June. National College of Education became National-

I Louis University.

And with that step up in status. we've taken a big step
to expand our commitment to serve all of the people In the
Chicago area.
You can see It In the unique programs and seiVices
offered at our Chicago campus. Including a special
academic assistance program designed especially for
urban students. Professionally-oriented degree programs
in business. accounting. computers. human seiVices and
education . And a financial aid policy that allows many
students to pay little or no tuition.
Because let's face it. Nothing opens the door to
opportunity like a college education.
At National Louis University, that's an opportunity we
think everyone deserves.
To find out more about the Chicago campus of NationalLouis University. call (312) 621-9650.

National-Louis University
18 S. Mich igan Ave.
Chicago. iL 60603
EVANSTON · LOMBARD · CHICAGO · ELGIN

NURSING:
A CAREER WITH A FUTURE

On prom night, it won't be the
teachers who'll be giving out grades.

Did you know I hot nursing has chonged7 Todoy s
nurse IS o highly educated professional working in
oreos such as critical core, oncology, emergency core
surgery, pedrotrrcs, obstetrics, psychiatry and rehobililolion lo nome o few. And, lhol 's jusl hospital nursing
Nurses olso work 10 clinics, nursing homes, schools,
government private industry, soles, lob ond research
Starting salaries lor nurses ore excellent .
overog1ng around 525,000 annually in the Chicago
metropolitan area They also enJOY good benelrts,
flexrble scheduling and the pride of knowrng their
work makes o difference in someone's l1fe every day
If you wont o career with o future, become
o nurse. To lind out how to enter the field of nursmg
fill out the coupon below ond moil to the Health
Careers Department at the Metropolitan Chicago
Healthcare Council, 222 South Riverside Plaza,
. C_hicago, Illinois 60606 or call (312) 906-6028.

Exams are coming up soon.
So put yourself in the hands of the people with
more styles and experience than anyone else in the
tuxedo business.
We won 't fail you.
Present Your High Schooii.D.
For A 10-30% Student Discount.
Receive a cor.1plimentary pair of
neon sunglasses while supplies last.

I om 1nterested 10 be<ommg a nurse Please send informohon Ia

-----------

g;ngiss®formalwear
22 PARTICIPATING LOCATIONS
CHICAGO The Loop at 185 N Wabash • 2906 N Ashland
555 W 14th Place • The Bnckyard • Ford Ctty • Lmcoln Village
SUBURBAN Deerbrook • Evanston at 1729 Sherman • Evergreen Plaza
Fox Valley • Glen Ellyn at 1100 Roosevelt Ad • Harlem- lrvmg Plaza • Lincoln Mall
Mernllvtlle Plaza • North A1vers1de Mall • Oakbrook Center • Orland Square
Randhurst • A1ver Oaks • Spnng Hill • Stratford Square • Woodfield
FOR THE STORE NEAREST YOU CALL 263 7071

m

brought to you by

M01l1o Metropolitan Chicago Healthcare Council

Health Careers Deportment
222 South Rivers1de Plozo
Ch1cogo ll 60606
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BLACKENED FAITH

The force behind
the power
By Linda Mcinnes

Regina Dominican

Loud, crashing, raw power.
No other words describe Blackened Faith. Its music bursts with
explosive energy.
With Tom Tangalos, 22, on lead
vocals and lead guitar, Gabe
Grosso, 17, on rhythm guitar, Rob
Boggess, 16, on bass guitar and
Jason Ballard, 20, on drums, this
band combines power with emotion to achieve an extremely original
sound.
They describe themselves as
"Techno Speed Metal," even though
most listeners agree there is no
way to classify them.
The ''Blackened" boys started a
little over two years ago producing
their original brand of music. Ballard
was the drummer of another band,
"Decomposed." "Decomposed"
needed a new guitarist, so Ballard
went out in search of a good "axeman." He came upon punk band
"Blue Baby Syndrome," where he

met T angalos.
"We went and practiced right
away,"Tangalos said. "Just the two
of us. We knew something was
there when we first met. It just all
clicked."
The duo started off playing
"regular metal" at first, and eventually progresseCl to the faster, more
powerful speed metal they play now.
While working on their original
songs, they hunted the streets of
Chicago for musicians.
Finally, Grosso met Tangalos at
the Thirsty Whale nightclub.
Tangalos brought Grosso into the
band, and then Boggess joined to
complete the line-up.
One reason "Blackened Faith"
sounds so unique can be extracted
from the members' backgrounds.
Grosso started out as a hard-core
punk bassist. He has a heavy metal
punk influence that compliments
the thrash sound. His experience

on bass is
also a factor
in how well
he handles
his guitar.
Ballard
was originally a jazz
drummer with a wide range of classic metal. Tangalos , besides
playing the blues, has been a longtime thrash musician.
Boggess had never played
thrash before."We stole him right
out of a jazz band," Tangalos said,
laughing.
The combination of these elements along with the thrash
backbone creates their original and
powerful sound . Listeners have put
them on the same level as "Slayer"
or "Exodus."
Though they have a strong, loyal
following of fans, the group has
found that quite a few people won't

give them a chance because they
believe their name and their music
is Satanic.
"We are not Satanic," Tangalos
said. "The name simply states our
belief that our faith is blackened by
society. This is because our reality
is tainted ."
The songs themselves are explained by the band as "an
expression of emotions and an
outlet of aggressions." They contain hatred, fear, and heartbreak
and cover all aspects of life.
Hardly newcomers, "Blackened
Faith" has played at the Exit, Thirsty
Whale, and the Clambake Inn. The

Chicago's Premiere Custom Prom Gown Designers
"Prom dresses that will
stand out in a crowd."

band has also performed at various
parties around the Chicagoland
area.
The band is out to get a big
Chicago following, but the main
goal of "Blackened Faith " in the
near future is to have fun, Grosso
said. Beyond that, he said, "the
important thing is the music."
The originality of this band and
the power in the music is enough to
separate it from the masses of
Chicago-area bands. "We are
Blackened Faith ," Tangalos says.
"We are nobody else."
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"New Jack
City"
is actionpacked,
glamorous
anti-gang
•
movte
By Jennifer Thompson
Hyde Park

L
Mario van Peebles knew what
he was doing when he directed
the film, "New Jack City". It was
action-packed. It is about a rich
drug lord and his crew who were
brought down by a police force of
Ice T., Judd Nelson, and Mario
van Peebles.
Rapper Ice T. is great as
Scottie Appleton, an outcast cop
who wants to capture Nino
Brown, the notorious drug lord of
Harlem. Ice T. plays a nice guy
and I simply fell in love with him
and nis character.
Wesley Snipes, who stars as
Nino Brown, played his suave

I

drug lord character to perfection.
Most people will remember him
as Shadow in Spike Lee's, "Mo'
Better Blues." He's cool, he's
smooth , and you'll hate him in
the end.
Judd Nelson plays Nick Peretti,
another outcast cop who's out for
Nino Brown. Chris Rock is
Pookie, a crackhead who gets
rehabilitated and tries to help Ice
T., but fails in a big way. Mario
van Peebles is Detective Stone
who pairs Ice T. and Judd Nelson
together.
This movie has lots of action,
glamour, and more action, and

Violence
is sparked
in the
streets,
not the
theatres
By Jennifer Thompson
Hyde Park
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Director and actor Mario Van Peebles on the
set of "New Jack City" -- he promised an
anti-drug, anti-gang movie, and came through.

will keep you on the edge of your
seat, cheering when someone
turns down crack, hating Nino
Brown, and yelling your approval
in the end.
Oh. I almost forgot the musical
guest stars. Keith Sweat and
Guy had everyone screaming.
Flavor Flav also made a cameo
appearance.
This movie can evoke very
strong emotions and can really
hype you up with all of its action
and violence. I definitely give it
four stars.

** **

I think it's unfair to blame a movie for crime that occurs
in the U.S. cities. I'm referring to the shooting downtown
on Sunday, March 10, and the stabbing that occurred in
Hyde Park on Friday, March 8, the day "New Jack City"
was released.
Already the media is blaming "New Jack City" and the
violence it contains for the two incidents in Chicago and
incidents in other cities.
So far the Chicago Tribune has insinuated that "New
Jack City" was responsible for these incidents. I and the
others I have talked with who have see n the movie
believe that it was trying to say violence doesn't pay
because everyone in the movie gets killed who thought it
did.
The connection made between crime and movies
seems to say that if you see a violent film, all senses of
thought and reason will leave you and all you are out for
is blood. Christal Davis, who attends Hyde Park,
comments, "I think it's a phony excuse for people to act
ignorant. "New Jack City" had a positive point."
The people at Hyde Park who I asked about this issue
felt that neither "New Jack City" nor any other violent
picture caused violent happenings around the time of
their openings. Most students, including me, are used to
seeing violence in their neighborhoods. I have seen a
woman bleeding in the street yet still ready to fight over a
dumb argument. Someone is forever getting shot or
stabbed around 63rd St. These incidents have nothing
to do with a fictional movie, but the bad area the people
live in.
In New York and L.A., the movie has been banned
from the public over a few incidents. Because of a few
ignorant people, the movie has been banned therefore
rendering it impossible for the millions of decent people
in these cities to see a very good movie that had a
positive message. It's like a teacher punishing the whole
class for what one or two people did.
I wish the media would stop giving so much attention
to the theory that crime is created by movies and start
giving more attention to the poor state of America and
the effects it has on young America. They need to watch
''New Jack City" and realize that it was simply telling th e
truth .
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JOIN US EVERY
MONDAY THRU
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Chicago
Bears
maul
Kenwood
on the
basketball
court
By Nicolas Berry
Kenwood Aca demy

Bulls or Bears?
Kenwood faculty and alums
"bear"-ed with some Michael Jordan style
play at the Bears vs. Kenwood game.

N1cole Henley w1' have a spec1al
story to tell her college fnends when
she returns after spnng b reak:
Henley got to p lay basketball
against the Ch1cago Bears.
They were sweaty, nasty, and
grim, but it was fun ," the Kenwood
alum said of her participation in the
"Bears on Court• vs. Broncos basketball game March 21 .
The Chicago Bears have a charity
program , "Bears on Court." It is
sponsored by Bresler's Ice Cream
and Yogurt.
Although the program is not new,
Kenwood Academy is the first city
public school to participate in it.
Chicago Bears go to different
schools and play basketball against
members of the school faculty,
parents of students, alumni of the
school, and members of the community. Students used to play as
well, but playi ng against professional athletes upset the amateu r
status of a student, so he or she
was unable to compete on the
amateur level anymore.
The money generated from the
sale of tickets, concessions, and
players, as well as donations from
the Chicago Bears went toward
two scholarships, one for a girl, one
for a boy, from Kenwood Academy.
Before the game started some of
the Kenwood players didn't have a
very pro mising outlook. When
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asked about their c"lances, SpanISh teacher Alice Philips sard, W1n?
I JUSt want to surv1ve!" The game
started with science teacher R1ta
Nelson making a slam dunk w1th a
little help from her fnends. But from
there the Bears took over, they
jumped to a huge lead by hitting
almost every shot they took.
But the game was all in fun , and
the Bears let the Kenwood team
stay reasonably close. Until the
fourth quarter, when the alumni
team took over, even taking the
lead for a few minutes. In the end
the Bears won 67-62.
The five Bears that played were
James "Robocop" Thornton, Mickey
Pru itt, Quintin Smith, James Coley,
and James Rause. There were
also some notable players on the
Kenwood team, among them,
Kenwood's principal, Wa~er Parker,
aldermanic candidates, Toni
Preckwinkle, Tim Evans, Alderman
Larry Bloom, as well as many respected members of the community and faculty.
The Bears players had a good
game, a few of them hit threepointers from half-court, and did
fancy dunks and lay-ups. They
seemed to have had a fun time
while they were raising money from
a good cause.
Everyone was in a good mood
after th e game, spectators and
players li ned up to get the Bears'
autographs. Alum Michael Gleason
said of the game, "I was glad to do
this for my school, but basketball
isn't my spon. Now if this had been
football, I would have killed them!"
Kenwood gym teacher Barbara Allie
was still ecstatic after the game
was over and enthusiastically
raved, " I stole the ball from
Robocop!" She also said, "It was
great to play aoainst Mic:key Pruitt,
because I taug:,t him how !o swim
when he was a little kid. •
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For your prom.
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-Warrior.
In basketball terminology, 1t is a
player who would fight off bodies
and elbows underneath the basket, battling for a rebound. A player
who would stand motionless as
another player runs head-on down
the lane and would take the charge.
No other word can describe a
basketball team with such talent as
the Morgan Park Academy Warriors. The Warriors ended the
1990-91 campaign with a 10-1
conference record enabling them
to win the Independent League
conference title. Their closest opposition was University High, who
ended its season with an 11-9
conference record.
With members like all-star player
Andy Clemens graduated, Chicago
Latin lost its dominance over the
Independent League. Latin ended
this year's season with a 9-5 conBy J II Agrost
Glenbrook North
ference record and a 9-19 overall
record, one of six teams in the
eight-team league to finish the
season with under .500 overall.
Latin's decline gave Morgan Park
Academy the chance to show off
its basketball program.
At the beginning of the season,
Morgan Park
Academy
head
"When the defense
coach Aaron
is producing, the
Harris made his
goal clear. "The
offense will come
goal I had comnaturally"
ing into the
season was to
- Karecm Daniel
take the conference title. I knew in my heart we
had the talent to do it."
The Warriors came storming out
of the gates recording wins with
point totals such as 101 and 90.
The untouchable one·two punch of
Captains Vince Williams, a senior,
and junior Kareem Daniel, helped
the Warriors run up the score. Williams, a center, brutally grabbed
rebounds off the boards while
Daniel, a forward, was busy putting
the ball in the hoop.
"Williams is an outstanding
player. He'd do anything you'd ask
of him and'do it to the best of his
ability. Kareem was the team leader.

Morga
Park
Warriors
Win
ndependen
eagu
Titl

He's a prime example of the type of
player and student thatcomesfrom
Morgan Park Academy."
"Karccm (Daniel) was
Jun1or Robert Vinson was the
the team leader."
team's high-scoring shooting guard.
Jason Cra1g and Demetr1us
Hawkins also provided scoring for
the Warriors'
offens1ve atI feel we are one or
tack.
Coach Hartwo players away from
ris, 1n his third
winning the same
season with the
team, emphathing next year
sized
a
-Aaron Harris
defensive style
of play.
"When the defense is producing,
the offense will come naturally,"
"Junior Robert Vinson w:1s
said Daniel, referring to Harris'
game plan. Harris' main objective
the team's high scoring
was to frustrate the opponent by
shooting guard."
playing tight, stingy defense. "If we
can frustrate the other team defensively, then we'll have a better
chance of winning ," Daniel explained.
The only sour note in the Warriors' triumphant season was
having to play University High, the
only team they lost to, in the Illinois
State Tournament Regional game.
During the regular season, UniverAmerica's most popular class ring now
sity High ended the Warriors'
comes with diamonds.
16-game winning streak as the two
You can select a five point, 17 faceted
teams split the two games they
played against each other.
diamond, and from seven other ring styles.
"I feel we are one or two players
Either in 14K or lOK gold or three other
away from winning the whole thing
metals. Each ring is carefully handcrafted and
again next year," said Harris.
under Jostens' full lifetime
Though Williams will have graduated, Daniel and Vincent will remain
warranty.
key players. Jason Ervin hopes to
Treat yourself to the
replace Williams as the big man of
ultimate
class ring. The
the team. Sergio Brack, a junior
After Five Diamond
point guard, is expected to help out
Collection, only from
on offense.
In the 1990-91 season, there
Jostens.
were players who filled the void
created by non-producers. Next
year, it won't be that easy. In the
upcoming season, team balance
will have to be emphasized for the
Warriors to repeat as conference
champions. It will be a tough challenge, but one the Morgan Park
Academy Warriors will be glad to
take.

Why choose between
a diamond ring and aclass Jjng,
when you can have both?
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